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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
SUMMARY OF· NACA RESEARCH ON .AFTERBURNERS 
FOR TURBOJET ENGINES 
By Bruce T. Lundin, David S. Gabriel 
and William A. Fleming 
SUMMARY 
• 
• 
• 
NACA research on afterburners for turbojet engines during the past 
5 years is summarized. Although most of this work has been _directed to-
ward the development of specific afterburners for various engines rather 
than toward the accumulation of systematic data, it has, nevertheless, 
provided a large fund of experimental data and experience in the field. 
The references cited present over 1000 afterburn~r configurations and 
some 3500 hours of operation. In the treatment of the material of this 
summary, the principal effort has been to convey to the reader the 
"know-how" acquired by research engineers in the course of the work 
rather than to formulate a set of design rules. 
Material is presented on the following general topics of after-
burner design: burner-inlet diffUsers, ·fUel-injection systems, flame-
holders, combustion space (burner length and shape), combustion insta-
hility (screech), starting and transient performance, effects of dilu-
ents, and burner-shell cooling. The section on burner-inlet diffUsers 
considers the effect of diffUser length and shape, as well as the use 
of flow-control devices such as vanes and vortex generators, on both 
burner-inlet velOCity profile and diffUser pressure drop. The fUel-
injection system discussed is primarily that of radial spray bars. The 
effects of spray-bar design and installation on the fUel-air-ratio dis-
tribution in the burner, and the resulting influenc-e of these distribu-
tions on afterburner performance is presented. The discussion of flame-
holders includes considerations of flameholder cross-sectional shape, 
gutter width, number of gutters, and over-all blockage on combustion ef-
ficiency , stability limits, and pressure drop. Afterburner-length re-
quirements and the effects of shell taper and flameholder location for 
various operating conditions are presented in the section on combustion 
space. The work summarized on combustion screech includes experiments 
related to the a~rodynamics of the flow approaching the combustion zone, 
t~e identification of the nature of pressure OSCillation, and the use of 
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screech-prevention methods such as p~rforated liners. The starting 
methods discussed are spark plugs, spontaneous ignition, and hot-streak ...j 
ignition. Also considered in this section are the transient performance 
characteristics of typical afterburners and control systems. The dilu-
ents considered are water-alcohol mixtures and ammonia; their effects 
on both combustor efficiency and stability limits are presented. The 
burner-shell cooling methods discussed are variation in internal geom-
etry of fuel systems and flameholders, inner liners, ceramic cqatings, 
external forced-convection air shrouds, and transpiration or porous-
wall cooling. 8 
INTRODUCTION 
Afterburners for turbojet engines have been under development in 
this country since the early days of the turbojet engine. Work on full-
scale afterburners was started at the Lewis laboratory as early as 1944, 
and test results of successful afterburners were first published in 
1946. Within this past decade, afterburners for turbojet engines, paced 
by research and development effort .in expanded laboratory facilities, 
have found increasing application in service aircr~ft. Practically all 
engines manufactured today are equipped with afterburners, and their use 
has increased from what was originally a short-period thrust-augmentation 
application into an essential feature of the turbojet propulsion system 
for flight at supersonic speeds. 
A summary of NACAresearch in this field up to 1950 is presented 
in reference 1. Since that time, full-scale afterburner research·and 
development have continued at a steady pace. Results of this more re-
cent work, covering more than 1000 burner configurations and some 3500 
hours of burner operation, are, however, scattered throughout many sep-
arate reports. Many of these reports are, furthermore, not generally 
available because of their proprietary nature. It is the purpose of 
the pres~nt report, therefore, to summarize and to make generally avail-
able the highlights of this past 5 years of afterb,urner research and de-
velopment at the NACA. 
A principal difficulty facing both the designer of afterburners 
and the authors of summary reports in this field is that there exists 
no really adequate theoretical background for the combustion process 
or for combustor design. A further difficulty is that most of the ex-
perimental investigations that have been conducted,were directed, for 
the most part, toward the development of specific afterburners for var-
ious engines rather than to the accumulation of systematic data. This 
work has, nonetheless, provided not only very substantial improvements 
in the general performance of afterburners, but also a large fund of 
experimental data and an extensive background and experience in the 
field. 
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Afterburner design being, therefore, more of an art than a science, 
and necessarily based more on experience than theory, the present report 
is largely confined to a summary of the manY, and frequently unrelated, 
experimental investigations that have been conducted rather than to the 
formulation of a set of design rules. In the treatment of this material 
an effort has been made, however, to convey to the reader the IIknow-howll 
acquired by research engineers in the course of afterburner studies. 
The material presented is divided into the following topics: 
(1) Experimental procedures 
(2) Afterburner-inlet diffusers 
(3) Fuel-injection systems 
(4) Flameholder design 
(5) Combustion space 
(6) Effect of operating variables on performance 
(7) Combustion instability (screeCh) 
(8) Ignition, starting, and transient performance 
(9) Effects of diluents on performance 
(10) Shell cooling 
Each topic is treated somewhat independently, although interacting con-
siderations are discussed where known or important. A brief summary of 
most of these topics is also presented at the close of the report. Nu-
merous references are listed for the convenience of those who may desire 
more detailed treatment than is possible herein. 
No attempt is made to describe the details of the apparatus and 
test procedures used, although they are available in many of the ref-
erences. The-general range of afterburner operating conditions dis-
cussed comprises burner-inlet velocities from 40b to 600 feet per sec-
ond, burner-inlet pressures from 500 to 3500 pounds per square foot 
absolute, inlet temperatures of approximately 17000 R, and afterburner 
fuel-air ratios from about 0.03 to about 0.08. Most of the data were 
obtained with afterburners operating .on full-scale engines in either 
an altitude test chamber or in the altitude wind tunnel. Some data 
were also obtained from a full-scale (26-inch diam.) afterburner in-
stalled in a blower-rig setup . 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
The blower-rig setup was provided with a preheater and an annular 
burner-inlet diffUser to simulate turbine-outlet conditions and was con-
nected to central laboratory combustion-air and exhaust equipment. A 
choked,fixed-area exhaust nozzle that discharged into an exr..aupt plenum 
chamber was provided at the afterburner outlet. The fUll-scale turbojet 
engines used for most of the investigations were installed either in an 
altitude wind tunnel or in an altitude test chamber; some data were also 
obtained from static sea-level test stands. All engines were installed 
on thrust-measuring platforms. 
In the engine installations, the principal independent operating 
variables were afterburner fuel-air ratio and inlet pressure. Varia-
tions in fuel-air ratio required simultaneous variation in exhaust-
nozzle area by use of either a variable-geometry nozzle or a series of 
fixed nozzles in order to maintain constant turbine-inlet temperature; 
control of afterburner-inlet pressure was obtained by varying the simu-
lated altitude of engine operation. Variations in afterburner-inlet ve-
locity could be made independently of other operating variables only by 
changes in afterburner diameter. Afte+burn~r-inlet temperature was es-
tablished by engine operating requirements, and was not an independent 
variable of operation. 
Because the operation of the blower rig was not restricted by any 
engine operating requirements, changes in inlet velocity could be made 
at constant values of inlet pressure and of fUel-air ratio by varia-
tions of the exhaust-nozzle area. 
When the afterburner on the engine setu~s was equipped with a 
fixed-area exhaust nozzle, the afterburner-outlet temperature was de-
termined by two methods. One is based on flow continuity through the 
nozzle throat and the other on momentum, or jet-thrust, considerations. 
With the flow-continuity method, the actual measurements required to 
compute exhaust temperature are nozzle-outlet total pressure, effective 
nozzle flow area,and total gas flow; with the momentum method they are 
nozzle-outlet total pressure, jet thrust, and total gas flow. With 
proper instrumentation and by use of appropriate gas properti~s and noz-
zle coefficients, satisfactory agreement between the two methods is usu-
ally obtained. When the afterburner was equipped with a variable-area . 
exhaust nozzle, the outlet temperature was usually computed only by the 
momentum method, because of the uncertainty of the effective nozzle flow 
area under all conditions of operation. In the blower-rig setup, the 
burner thrust was not measured, and outlet temperature was therefore 
.~ 
I 
.. 
, 
computed only by the flow-continuity method. ~ 
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The combustion efficiency of an afterburner has been computed on at 
least four different bases in the various references cited. These four 
definitions of combustion efficiency are: (1) ratio of actual enthalpy 
rise to heat input in the fuel, (2) ratio of the ideal fuel flow for the 
actual temperature rise to the actual fuel flow, (3) ratio of the actual 
temperature rise to the ideal temperature rise for the fuel flow, and 
(4) ratio of actual enthalpy rise to ideal enthalpy rise based on the 
corresponding temperature rises. At fuel-air r~tios abovestoichiomet-
ric, methods (3) and (4) give values of efficiency appreciably greater 
than those computed by methods (1) and (2); at lower fuel-air ratios, 
all four methods substantially agree. The data presented herein from 
different sources are, however, either for fuel-air ratios at which the 
differences in efficiency are only 3 or 4 percent or the results from 
any one investigation, or within any one figure, are consistent with~n 
themselves. It was therefore considered unnecessary, for the purposes 
of this summary report, to reduce all efficiency data to a common basis. 
Because of the differences in efficiency calculations, however, and be-
cause different types of afterburners in various states of development 
were used, the results presented herein should not be compared from one 
unrelated figure to another. 
For ~ll calculations, the fuel flow to the afterburner was taken 
to be the sum of the fuel directly injected into the afterburner and 
the unburned fuel entering the afterburner because of incomplete com-
bustion in the primary engine combustor. The afterburner is thus made 
liable for unburned primary-combustor fuel. The afterburner fuel-air 
ratio is defined as the ratio of this weight of fuel to the weight of 
unburned air from the primary engine combustor (or preheater). . 
AFTERBURNER- INLET DIFFUSERS 
The aerodynamic characteristics of the diffuser between the turbine 
~xhaust and the afterburner inlet have an important influence on the 
performance of the afterburner. These characteristics, in conjunction 
with those of the turbine, determine both the velocity distribution and 
the mass-flow distribution entering the afterburner. The effectiveness 
of the diffuser in reducing the gas velocity below the turbine-discharge 
value is important, because high burner-inlet velocities have a detri-
mental effect on afterburner performance. The mass-flow distribution 
determines the required fuel-flow distribution and, hence, the design 
of the fuel-injection system. In addition, diffuser pressure losses 
have a first-order effect on thrust . 
." Turbine-exhaust· gases are discharged from the turbine into the an-
nular inlet of the afterburner diffuser at average axial Mach numbers 
from 0.4 to 0.8, and at flow directions that may be axial or as much as 
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400 from the axial, depending on the turbine design. To provide satis~ 
factory velocities at the afterburner inlet, the diffuse;r:- is usually re-
quired to have an area ratio between 1.5 and 2.0. Space and weight con-
siderations usually dictate a maximum diffuser length of less than twice 
the afterburner diameter. 
These are extreme diffuser requirements and in most cases they lie 
outside the realm of known diffuser-design techniques. It is not sur-
prising therefore that large pressure and velocity gradients usually 
exist at the outlet of an afterburner diffuser, or that an appreciable 
loss in total pressure occurs in the diffuser. 
Effect of Diffuser-Outlet Velocity on 
Afterburner Performance 
No precise criteria are known that relate the performance of an 
afterburner to the magnitude of the velocity gradient at the burner in-
let. Experience has shown, however, that afterburner performance is 
sensitive to the magnitude of the velocity of the gases flowing around 
the flameholders, deteriorating as the gas velOCity near the flamehold-
ers increases. A typical example from reference 2 of the effect of ve-
locity on the performance of a highly developed afterburner is shown in 
figure 1. The afterburner was about ~ feet long and had a conventional 2 . 
V-gutter flameholder and conventional fuel-system components. As shown 
in figure l(a),the inlet velocity at the center of the burner was low 
(typical of most afterburner diffusers) compared with the velocity in 
the region of the flameholders. When the average velocity through the 
afterburner was about 380 feet per second, the velOCity near the flame-
holders was approximately 440 feet per second. As the average velocity 
increased, the velocity in the center of the burner remained abou.t the 
same but the velocity near the flameholders increased. At an average . 
velocity of 675 feet per second, the velocity near the :flameholders was 
between 600 and 800 feet per second. 
The combustion efficiency, as shown in figure l(b), decreased con-
siderablyas the average inlet velocity increased. At a burner-inlet 
pressure of 570 pounds per square foot, the efficiency decreased from 
about 0.88 at an average inlet velOCity of 380 feet per second to about 
0.60 at an average inlet velocity of 680 feet per second. It is appar-
ent that, in this burner, the velocity in the region of the flameholders 
may not exceed 450 to 500 feet per second if combustion efficiencies of 
0.85 or higher are to be maintained at low afterburner-inlet pressures; 
to maintain efficiencies of 0.8, local velocities should not exceed 
about 600 feet per second. At high afterburner-inlet pressures, per-
formance is considerably less sensitive to. velOCity. As shown in the 
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figure, at a burner-inlet pressure of about 1100 pounds per square foot, 
combustion efficiencies above 0.80 may be obtained with local velocities 
of about 750 feet per second, corresponding in this case to an average 
velocity of about 675 feet per second. 
Similar trends have-been found in other investigations. For exam-
ple, in one afterburner development (ref. 3) in which the velocity in 
the region of the flameholder was about 700 feet per second, combustion 
efficiencies above 0.72 could not be obtained at low burner-inlet pres-
sures, even though a relatively long burner length was used and exten-
sive development effort was expended on the flameholder and fuel system. 
A qualitative measure of the merit of an afterburner-inlet diffuser 
. is, therefore, the magnitude of the gas velocities it provides in the 
1 
region of the flameholder. For an afterburner about 42 feet long that 
is to operate at low inlet pressures or high altitudes, the diffuser 
should provide velocities in the region of the flameholder that do not 
exceed 500 to 600 feet per second. On the other hand, for high inlet 
pressures or low altitudes, local velocities as high as 750 feet per 
second may be acceptable. 
In the absence of a rigorous method of diffuser design, two general 
types of diffuser have developed. One is a long diffuser having a grad-
ually increasing flow area, and the other is a short diffuser in which 
the inner body ends abruptly at some convenient length. ,With the short 
diffuser, the blunt end of the inner body can serve as part of the flame-
holding surface. With long diffusers, the average velocity of the gases 
entering the burner is low) but some combustion length is sacrificed 
(for a given over-all afterburner length); with short diffusers, combus-
tion length is greater, but gas velocities are higher. It is eVident, 
therefore, that one of the parameters of primary importance in determin-
ing the effect of diffuser performance on afterburner performance is 
diffuser length. Other design features of }nterest are the shape of the 
diffuser inner body and the types of control devices, such as vortex gen-
erators or vanes, that may be added to improve performance. 
- Effect of Diffuser Length 
The effects of diffuser length on diffuser-outlet velocity profiles 
and pressure losses are reported in reference 4, which presents the per-
formance of the series'of four diffusers represented in figure 2. Dif-
fuser length varied from less than 0.1 to 1.05 diameters; all had an 
.. outlet-inlet area ratio of 1.92. Accompanying the variation in length 
was a variation in the shape of the inner body that, as will be dis-
cussed in a subsequent paragraph, probably had little effect on 
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performance. The diffusers were tested in a duct that imposed a 
diffuser-inlet velocity distribution approximating fully developed pipe 
flow. This velocity distribution is an approximate simulation of the 
diffuser-inlet velocity conditions in some engines. 
Velocity profile at the diffuser outlet and pressure loss for the 
four diffusers are shown in figure 3. As discussed in reference 4, be-
cause of the errors inherent in measuring total pressures in highly tur-
bulent streams, the values of pressure drop presented should be Consid-
ered qualitative and indicative of relative losses only. Pressure loss 
data for diffuser 4 have no intrinsic Significance, inasmuch as the dif-
fuser consists simply of a sudden expansion. As diffuser length was in-
creased the loss in total pressure increased but the velocity profile 
improved. 
With diffuser 3 (fig. 3(b)) the velocity in the region in which 
flameholders would be located was above 0.8 of the diffuser-inlet ve-
locity. If diffuser 3 were to be, used with an afterburner, the average 
burner-inlet velOCity could not exceed apprOXimately 400 feet per sec-
ond (corresponding to a diffuser-inlet velOCity of about 700 ft/sec), 
if velocities in the flameholder region'are to be maintained below the 
500 to 600 feet per second required ;for good high-altitude performance. 
Increasing the length-diameter ratio from 0.51 (diffuser 3) to 1.05 
(diffuser 1) would permit an increase in average burner~inletvelocity 
to approximately 470 feet per second without exceeding velocities of 
500 to 600 fe~t per second in the flameholder region. The average 
burner-inlet velocity requirement for most modern engines is generally 
between 450 and 550 feet per second. It is apparent that although the 
increase in length from 0.51 to 1.05 diameters considerably improves the 
performance of this series, a length-diameter ratio of 1.0 (at an area 
ratio of 1.92) is not great enough to assure efficient burner operation 
at high altitudes for all modern engines. 
Data are not available to show directly the effect on velocity pro-
file of increasing the length of the 1.92-area-ratio diffusers beyond 
the 1.05 length-diameter ratio. Data from several different diffusers 
of varying area ratio are, however, plotted in figure 4 as the ratio of 
the average velocity at the burner inlet to the approximate velOCity at 
the flameholder radius against the diffuser length-diameter ratio. As 
shown by the solid curve, which represents the three diffusers of fig-
ure 3, the improvement in this velocity ,ratio as diffuser length in-
creases is evident. Extrapolation of these data indicates that a dif-
fuser length-diameter ,ratio of about 1.5 would permit use of average 
burner-inlet velocities of about 500 feet, per second. Figure 4 also 
presents data for two diffusers having greater values of length-diameter 
ratio. One, with an area ratio of 1.5, has a length-diameter ratio of 
2.35; the other, with an area ratio of 1.3, has a length-diameter ratio 
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of 1.85. An improvement in velocity ratio is evident for the longer, 
lower area-ratio diffusers as compared with the 1.92-area-ratio dif-
fusers. Although a direct quantitative comparison of the data for the 
five diffusers can not be made because of differences in diffuser-inlet 
conditions, the improvement undoubtedly results from both the increase 
in length and the decrease in area ratio. Sufficient data are not. 
available to separate the two effects. It appears, however, that with 
reasonably uniform diffuser-inlet conditions, maldistribution of veloc-
ity at the burner inlet will limit the average velocity that may be tol-
erated without large performance losses only for installations in which· 
the length-diameter ratio is less than about 2, and the area ratio is 
1 greater than 1'2' 
Diffusers with Truncated Inner Bodies 
In many diffusers, the flow separates from the inner body several 
inches upstream of the diffuser outlet. Such flow separation occurred, 
for example, in diffusers 2 and 3 (fig. 2). In such cases, the presence 
of an inner body downstream of the separation point probably has no ef-
fect on diffuser performance. The diffuser inner body could therefore 
have been cut off at the separation point, thus providing a reduction 
in over-all length without altering the performance. If} however, the 
inner body is cut off appreciably upstream of the separation point, an 
effect of length on performance would be expected. Performance of some 
diffusers altered in this manner is presented in reference 5; the data 
are summarized in figure 5. This figure presents the pressure losses 
and the diffuser-outlet velocity profile for truncated diffusers of two 
lengths and of two inner-body angles (or diffuser area ratio) for a 
given length. 
Increasing the length-diameter ratio from 0.35 to 0.5 resulted in 
a significant improvement in velocity profile and a reduction in total-
pressure losses of over 50 percent. Performance of the two diffuse~~ 
having a length-diameter ratio of 0.5 was not affected by the small'dif-
ference in outlet-to-inlet area ratio. 
As previously discussed, cutting off the diffuser before the sepa-
ration point increases the velocity at the diffuser outlet compared with 
a diffuser that extends to the separation pOint. The ratio of average 
burner-inlet velocity to local velocity in the flameholder region for 
the two longest cut-off diffusers of figure 5 is approximately 0 . .1. 
Such diffusers could therefore be used in afterburners with average in-
let velocities of about 390 feet per second without sacrifice in alti-
tude performance or increase in burner length. Although the velocity 
ratio of 0.7 is about the same as that presented in figure 4 for a 1.92-
area-ratio diffuser with a length-diameter ratio of 0.51, no generality 
is implied by the results because of differences in area ratio and 
diffuser-inlet conditions. 
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Effect ofJInner~Body Shape 
As discussed previously, it was assumed in the investigation of 
diffUser length that the shape of the inner body has a negligible ef-
fect on diffUser performance. The validity of this assumption is sup-
ported by the results of previously unpublished NACA tests, shown in 
figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the configurations and axial area var-
iation of two diffUsers with different inner bodies that were tested in 
an afterburning engine. The rate of change of flow area with length was 
greatly different for the two inner bodies up to a length of about 34 .. 
inches. The velocity distribution was measured at the 34-inch station. 
As shown in figure 7, the velocity profiles were very nearly the same 
with the two inner bodies. These results indicate that inner-body 
shape (for a constant diffUser length) has only a minor effect on 
diffUser-outlet velocity profile. The data also showed pressure losses 
for the two diffusers to be very nearly the same. 
Flow-Control Devices 
'''\ 
, 
Of the numerous flow-control devices that have been used in flow • 
passages, only vortex generators have been comprehensively investigated 
in diffUsers suitable for afterburner inlets. Brief investi~ations 
have, however, also been made of annular vanes, annular shrouds or '.,t' 
splitter ducts, and boundary-layer suction systems. 
Vortex generators. - References 4,6, 7, and 8 discuss tests in 
which vortex generators were 'used to energize the boundary layer along 
the inner cone (and in some cases along the outer shell as well). Their 
act~on is to delay flow separation and thereby permit use of slightly 
shorter diffusers without loss in performance or slightly improve per-
formance for the same diffuser length. It has been found that differ-
ences in diffuser-inlet velOCity profile, diffuser length, inlet whirl, 
and diffuser shape all influence the optimum vortex generator configu-
ration. In general, it has been found that effective vortex generators 
must be placed several chord lengths upstream of the diffuser separation 
point and must be long enough radially to extend through the boundary 
layer into the free stream. For diffusers 2 or 3 feet in diameter, from 
20 to 40 equally spaced vortex generators are required. Chord length 
was between 1 and 3 inches and angle of attack was between 130 and 150 
in most tests . Within this range, the effec'ti veness of the vortex gen-
erators was not sensitive to chord length or angle of attack. The op-
timum values of axial location and vortex generator span must be deter-
mined experimentally for each configuration. 
Typical effects of vortex generators on diffuser performance are 
shown in figure 8. Outlet-velocity distributions are given for dif-
fusers 1 and 3 of figures 2 and 3. The vortex generator configurations 
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used in these tests were considered to be approximately optimum on the 
basis of preceding investigations. Twenty-four vortex generators were 
installed 1 inch upstream of the confluence of the cylindrical section 
of the diffuser inlet and the curved portion of the inner body. Each 
was an NACA 0012 untwisted airfoil of 3-inch chord and liZ-inch span, 
with the chord skewed 150 to the axis of the diffuser. Alternate vor-
tex generators were skewed to the left, and the intermediate ones skewed 
to the right. With both long and short diffusers, the vortex generators 
improved the velocity profile only slightly. The effect of vortex gen-
erators on pressure drop has also been found to be very small. 
Annular vanes. - Cascades of annular vanes are suggested in refer-
ence 9 as a device to improve velocity distribution in diffusers. A' 
brief investigation of ammlar vanes for afterburner diffusers is re-
ported in reference 7. Three configurations investigated and their 
outlet-velocity distributions ,are shown in figure 9. In configuration 
A, a cascade of five annular vanes was installed, with a blunt inner, 
cone. The vanes were simple, slightly cambered, sheet-metal hoops with 
rounded leading edges. Successive vanes had slightly different angles 
of attack, as suggested in reference 9. As shown in figure 9, the 
outlet-velocity profile with this configuration was fairly uniform, neg-
lecting small gradients caused by wakes off the vanes. The pressure 
loss of configuration A was very high, however (7 percent of diffuser-
inlet total pressure). Configuration B had a longer inner cone, with 
vortex generators attached, and no annular vanes·. Although the pressure 
loss was only about two-thirds that of configuration A, the velocity 
profile was poor with a large separated region in the center of the 
burner. The vortex generators were removed from configuration Band the 
two upstream vanes of configuration A were installed to form configura-
tion C. Both pressure loss and velocity profile were about the same for 
configuration C as for configuration B. 
On the basis of these preliminary tests, annular cascades appear 
effective in preventing large gradients in burner-inlet velocity, but 
only at the expense of large pressure losses. Additional development 
may produce a more favorable combination of inner body and vanes. 
Splitter shrouds. - The use of splitter shrouds to divide the dif-
fuser into two concentric annular passages was briefly investigated in 
reference 10. The short diffuser represented in figure 10 was tested 
with and without a splitter shroud surrounding the inner body. The 
splitter produced a lower velocity in the outer 4 inches of the diffuser 
outlet, but velocity in the center of the annulus was increased to an 
undesirably high value. With the splitter, diffuser pressure loss was' 
slightly higher. 
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These results have been generally confirmed by tests in other types 
of diffusers. The use of the splitter reduces the velocity in one pas- ~ 
sage) but the reduction is usually accompanied by an increase in veloc-
ity in the other passage to undesirably high values. Although the data 
available are by no means conclusive) splitter shrouds seem to be of 
doubtful advantage. 
Effects of Whirl on Diffuser and Afterburner Performance 
Depending on engine design and to some extent on engine operating 
conditions) the direction of flow at the turbine outlet (diffuser inlet) 
may be as much as 200 to 300 from axial. Typically) as the flow pro-
gresses through the diffuser the angle of whirl increases) with the 
greatest increase occurring near the centerbody. As a result) a 
diffuser-inlet whirl angle of about 200 may result in an average 
diffuser-outlet (afterburner-inlet) whirl angle as high as 400 or 500 
with local whirl angles near the centerbody as high as 700 or 800 (ref. 
4). The effects of this whirl on afterburner and diffuser performance 
have been investigated in reference 11 and some typical results are re-
viewed in the subsequent paragraphs. 
Effects of whirl on afterburner performance. - In figure II, the 
effects of whirling flow on the combustion efficiency of the typical 
afterburner of reference 11 are shown. The whirl angles at the diffuser 
outlet (without straightening vanes) were greater than 300 (fig. ll(a)) 
over most of the flow passage. Performance of the afterburner with this 
large whirl and with most of the whirl eliminated by straightening vanes 
is compared in figure ll(b). It is evident that whirl has no signifi-
cant effect on afterburner combustion eff.iciency. Similar results were 
obtained over a range of altitudes between 30)000 and 50)000 feet. Be-
cause changes in whirl angle result in changes in velocity and m~ss-flow 
distribution at the afterburner inlet, it was necessary to revise the 
fuel distribution to obtain an optimum distribution when the whirl angle 
was changed . The afterburner was otherwise unchanged for the compara-
tive tests. 
Although whirl angle has little effect on combustion efficiency) 
large whirl angles can lead to operational problems. In burners with 
a large amount of whirl.and with fuel injection ahead of inner-body 
support struts) flame may seat in the wakes from these struts and cause 
warping and buckling of the diffuser parts. To avoid these operational 
difficulties) it seems advisable. to reduce whirl at the burner inlet. 
Experience indicates that whirl angles at the burner inlet up to approx-
imately 200 may be tolerated without operational difficulty. 
/ 
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Flow-straightening vanes. - Airfoil-shaped flow-straightening vanes 
have been installed at the turbine discharge in several investigations 
to reduce whirl. Sorneof the vanes were fabricated from sheet metal and 
some were cast. Typical effects of straightening vanes on the diffUser-
inlet whirl angle are shown in figure 12. Without straightening vanes, 
whirl angles in excess of 200 (corresponding to diffuser-outlet whirl 
angles of approximately 400 ) occurred over most of the passage. With 
straightening vanes, the whirl angle was 10° or less. Similar results 
have been obtained in other investigations (see fig. ll(a)). 
The shape of the straightening vanes used is illustrated in figure 
13. The vanes, designed to produce an axial discharge, have the leading 
edge skewed to the diffuser axis at the approximate whirl angle. This 
inlet angle varies radially to match the local whirl angle, and chord 
length is greatest in the region of greatest whirl. Maximum effective-
ness is obtained with vanes spanning the full passage. A ratio of vane 
spacing to vane chord of about 3/4 has provided satisfactory performance 
in several designs. 
The presence of vanes in the high-velocity gas stream at the tur-
bine discharge has been found to approximately double the pressure loss 
in the diffuser-vane combination. However, the reduction in whirl 
caused by the vanes reduces the resultant velocity over the flameholder 
(by reduction of the tangential component) and thereby reduces the 
flameholder pressure loss. As.a consequence, it has been found that in 
most installations the over-all afterburner pressure losses are approx-
imately the same with and without straightening vanes. 
FUEL-INJECTION SYSTEMS 
The primary function of the fuel-injection system of an afterburner 
is to provide p~oper distribution of fuel and air within the burner and 
adequate preparation of this fuel-air mixture for combustion to occur. 
Proper distribution requires that fuel be introduced into the gas stream 
at the correct locations, dependent upon the mass distribution of the 
turbine-discharge gases and the flameholder-area distribution. Adequate 
fuel preparation comprises thorough mixing of the fuel with the turbine-
discharge gases, and vaporization of the mixture before it reaches the. 
flameholder location, where combustion occurs. 
Fuel-Spray Bars and Their Installation 
The type of fuel-injection systems used almost exclusively at the 
Lewis laboratory and that has received widespread industrial acceptance 
is that of radial spray bars. These bars are located some distance up-
stream of the flameholder, usually within the turbine-discharge diffuser. 
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The use of a relatively large number of spray bars,each with several 
fuel-injection orifices, provides the multiplicity of fuel-injection 
locations that is necessary for good dispersion of fuel across the gas 
stream. A distinct research advantage of spray-bar systems is that they 
can be easily removed for inspection and readily altered in both orifice 
number and orifice location. 
A photograph of a typical fuel-spray bar is presented in figure 14. 
These spray bars are fabricated from connnercial stainless-steel tubing; 
they are closed at the end and e~uipped with some means of attachment to 
the shell of the burner or burner-inlet diffuser. The inside diameter 
of the spray bar is usually between 1/8 and 1/4 inch; the bars are fre-
~uently left round, although in many installations they have been flat-
tened somewhat, as shown in the photograph, to form a more streamlined 
cross section. The fuel orifices are simply holes drilled through the 
wall of the tubing at appropriate locations. 
As illustrated in figure 15, the spray bars are evenly spaced cir-
cumferentially in a single plane across the burner or diffuser. They 
are usually cantilevered from their point of attachment on the inner or 
the outer shellj additional structural support is seldom necessary. For 
simplicity, all the spray bars are usually connected to a single 
manifold. 
In the following presentation, the distribution of fUel-air ratio 
upstream of the fl~eholder under burning conditions is discussed for 
various afterburners. This discussion presents (1) the types of radial 
and circumferential fuel-air-ratio distribution afforded by various in-
jection systems, ,and (2) the effects of fuel-air-ratio distribution on 
the over-all performance of the afterburner. Attention is also given 
to the degree to which the actual fuel-air-ratio distribution may be 
predicted from consideration of the injection-system design and the 
mass-flow profile of turbine ,exhaust gases. The accuracy of such pre-
dictions is not only pertinent to design, but the predictions are use-
ful in evaluating the effects of fuel-air distribution on performance 
when actual measurements are not available. The effects of fuel mixing 
length, orifice size, injection pressure, and direction of fuel injec-
tion on afterburner performance are also summarized. 
Radial Fuel-Air-Ratio Distribution in Afterburner 
Measurements of the fuel-air ratio across the gas stream innnedi-
ately upstream of the flameholder upder burning conditions have been 
of considerable aid to afterburner research and, development. "These 
measurements have been obtained with the NACA mixture analyzer descrioed 
in detail in'reference 12. The procedure used consists in obtaining a 
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sample of the gas mixture with a movable sampling probe, oxidizing the 
sample in an electrical oxidizer or burner, and measuring the· products 
of combustion in the mixture analyzer. As-pointed out in reference 13, 
it is necessary (1) that the fuel-air mixture be taken into the sampling 
tube at very nearly free-stream velOCity, and (2) that the sample be 
completely oxidized before going to the mixture analyzer. With proper 
attention to these points, very satisfactory results have been obtained. 
Effect of spray-bar design on distribution. - A typical effect of 
a change in location of the fUel-injection orifices in a matched set of 
spray bars on the radial fuel-air distribution is shown·in figure 16. 
These data, obtained from a full-scale afterburner installed on a blower 
rig (ref. 13), represent the fuel-air distributions measured 22.5 inches 
dmmstream of the fuel-spray bars. The fuel was injected in a trans-
verse direction from 24 spray bars; this number, as will be illustrated' 
subsequently, provides about the same distribution at all circumferen-
tial locations. Sketches of the spray bars, approximately to scale, 
are included in the figure to show the locations of the fuel-injection 
orifices. 
With the six-orifice spray bar, the fuel-air ratio varied from ap-
proximately 0.070 near the center of the burner to less than half this 
value near the outer shell of the burner. By addition of two orifices 
near the outer shell of the burner to form the eight-orifice bar, the 
fuel-air ratio was made nearly the same all the way across the burner. 
The addition of a pair of orifices to the spray bar thus altered the 
fuel-air-ratio distribution from a two-to-one variation across the burn-
er to an essentially uniform distribution. 
Similar data on the effect of orifice location on fuel distribution 
are shown in figure 17 for a full-scale afterburner operating on a tur-
bojet engine. A 16-orifice spray bar, with orifices spaced as shown in 
the sketch, provided the somewhat uneven fuel-air-ratio distribution 
shown by the solid curve. To increase the fuel-air ratio near the outer 
shell of the burner, a second set of spray bars was used that incorpo-
rated a closer spacing of fuel orifices near the outer shell. ~is 
spray bar, shown in the left portion of the figure, produced the fuel-
air-ratio distribution indicated by the dashed curve. Although the 
fuel-air-ratio distribution obtained with this spray bar was slightly 
low in the mid-radial location, the fuel-air ratio near the outer shell 
was substantially increased. 
Comparison of measured and calculated distribution. - The data of 
figures 16 and 17 show that changes in the location of the fuel-
injection orifices produce, in at least a qualitative manner, the ex-
pected changes in actual fuel-air-ratio distribution. To determine the 
accuracy with which such changes may be quantitatively predicted, cal-
culations of radial fuel-air-ratio distribution were made that were 
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based on the radial location of the fuel orifice and the measured mass-
flow profile of the turbine exhaust gases at the spray-bar location. 
These calculations were thus based on a simple radial proportionment of 
fuel and air, neglecting such effects as inertial separation of the fuel 
and the air and diffusion of fuel vapor beyond the streamtube of air 
passing each orifice. 
In figure 18, th~ results of such a calculation for the two fuel 
systems represented in figure 16 are compared with the measured. fuel-
air-ratio distribution. Although the minor variations of fuel-air-
ratio distribution across the radius for each separate fuel system are 
not closely predicted, the gener~l trends and the differences between 
the two fuel systems are predicted with fair accuracy. For both the 
uniform distribution of the eight-orifice bar and the decidedly nonuni-
form distribution produced by the six-orifice bar, the calculated fuel-
air ratio is within 0.013 of the measured distribution. 
Further evidence that these simple calculations of fuel-air-ratio 
distribution will predict gen~ral trends but not minor, or detailed, 
v8.riations is presented in figure 19. The measured distributions of 
this figure are those previously presented in figure 17. Again, the 
calculated distributions agree with the measured distributions with re-
gard to both general trend and level; the quantitative agreement is 
within about 0.018. Further inspection of these data, as well as other 
data not presented herein, shows that the measured fuel-air ratio is 
generally greater than the calculated values in the outer one-third of 
the burner. This rather general characteristic is attributed to a ce.n-
trifugal separation of the fuel and air in passing through the annular 
diffuser, with the fuel tending to follow the initial axial direction 
of gas flow and the gases following more closely the curved walls of 
the diffuser inner cone. 
From the foregoing, it may be concluded that the gross or principal 
effects of changes in spray-bar design on the resulting radial fuel-air-
ratio distribution under burning conditions may be predicted with satis-
factory accuracy from very simple considerations of the radial propor-
tionment of the fuel and air. More detailed considerations of fuel va-
porization and turbulent diffusion such as discussed in reference 14 
therefore do not appear necessary for general afterburner development. 
In praciice, a fuel-injection system for an afterburner is usually de-
veloped in two successive steps. First, the spray bar is deSigned to 
give the desired distribution on the basis of simple calculation of ra-
dial fuel and gas distribution, utilizing for this calculation the ac-
tual, and usually nonuniform, mass-flow profile at the spray-bar 19ca-
tion. Detailed alterations to the spray bar are then made on the basis 
of measurements of the actual fuel-air-ratio distribution. The radial. 
fuel distribution delivered by a spray bar may, of course, be altered 
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by changing the location of the fuel orifices, the relative size of the 
orifices, or by a combination of both. As discussed in reference 13, 
it has been found that changing the radial location of the fuel ori-
fices produces somewhat more predictable results than does changing 
the orifice size. 
Effect of Radial Fuel-Air-Ratio Distribution on Performance 
The effect of distribution of fuel-air ratio on the combustion per-
formance of afterburners has been noted by many investigators over the 
past 4 or 5 years. This research was} until recently, conducted without 
the aid of actual measurements of the fuel-air-ratio distribution exist-
ing within the burner. It was generally observed, however, that fuel 
systems which would be expected on the basis of their design to provide 
most uniform distribution provided the highest combustion efficiency at 
high over-all fuel-air ratios, and hence provided highest maximum 
exhaust-gas temperatures. Some early work reported in both references 
1 and 15 indicated that progressive alterations to the fuel injectors 
made to obtain a more homogeneous mixture of fuel and air raised the 
peak combustion efficiency and shifted the region of peak efficiency to 
higher over-all fuel-air ratios. Reference 1 also observed that the at-
tainment of such "homogeneous" mixtures requires that the radial fuel 
distribution be tailored for each engine because of variations in 
turbine-outlet mass-flow profiles from one engine to another. 
Spray-bar fuel-injection system. - Data showing the effect of a 
change in the radial distribution of fuel~air ratio on combustionef-
ficiency and exhaust-gas temperature are presented in figures 20 and 
21, respectively. A sketch illustrating the radial distribution of 
fuel-air ratio for one point of operation of each fuel system is in-
cluded in the figures. The over-all fuel-air ratio at which each of 
these radial distributions was measured is indicated by the leader from 
the sketch.' From considerations of the spray-bar design (as discussed 
later) and the constancy of the mass-flow profile of the gases as dis-
cussed in reference 13, it is believed that the radial distribution for 
each system stays about the same throughout the fuel-air ratio range 
presented. The two fuel systems used for the data of these figures are 
those previously illustrated in figure 16; they are described in greater 
detail as fuel-system configurations 1 and 3 in reference 13. 
For fuel-air ratios higher than about 0.035, the uniform fuel-air-
ratio "distribution produced higher values of combustion efficiency and 
exhaust-gas temperature; for lower fu~l-air ratios, the nonuniform fuel-
air-ratio distribution gave slightly higher values. The nonuniform dis-
tribution also resulted in a slightly lower lean blow-out limit, as in-
dicated by the small cross-hatched regions in the figure. This somewhat 
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better combustor performance at low fuel-air ratios with the nonuniform 
distribution is due to the existence of localized regions within the 
burner in which the fuel-air ratio is high enough for good combustion, 
even at the low over-all values of fuel-air ratio. These locally rich 
regions are also the cause of the reduction in combustion efficiency at 
higher fuel-air ratios, because the local fuel-air mixture becomes 
greater than stoichiometric and thus too rich to burn completely. It 
is evident from these data, as well as from many other similar observa-
tions, that a uniform fuel-air-ratio distribution is desirable except 
for an afterburner intended primarily for,very low-temperature-rise 
operation. 
Concentric manifold fuel system. - Data from another series of 
tests with a full-scale engine in which the radial distribution of fuel 
~njection was varied is presented in figure 22. In this afterburner, 
fuel was injected from three concentric manifolds, each incorporating a 
large number of simple fuel orifices. The three manifolds were so con-
nected to separate fuel throttles that the radial distribution of fuel 
could be varied during operation. A more complete description of this 
fuel system as well as the. complete afterburner may be found in refer-
ence 7. Although the fuel-air-ratio distribution was not measured dur-
ing the tests, the distribution provided by one method of operation rel-
ative to another was computed on the basis of the number and the loca-
tion of fuel-injection orifices in operation; the distributions are il-
lustrated by the sketches in the upper part of the figure. While no 
claims can be made for quantitative accuracy of fuel-air-ratio distri-
bution, it is apparent that systems A, B, and C provid~d progressively 
more uniform radial distribution of fuel. 
The combustion efficiencies concomitant with the three different 
fuel systems are shown in the lower part of the figure. Although the 
peak efficiency has the same value for all three systems, the fuel-air 
ratio at which peak efficiency occurred shifted to progressively higher 
values of over-all fuel-air ratio as the fuel distribution became more 
uniform. These data illustrate the desirability of a multiple, or at 
least, a dual, orifice system if efficient operation is required over 
a wide range of fuel-air ratios. Such a dual orifice system, which 
could provide a nonuniform (locally rich) fuel distribution for low-
temperature operation and a uniform mixture for high temperature, is 
mentioned in reference 1 also. Dual systems have not been put into 
actual use in full-scale afterburners because their primary requirement 
is usually that of high thrust output; they have, however, found effec-
tive application to ram-jet combustors where efficient operation over a 
wide range of conditions is required (refs. 16 to 18). 
Locally rich fuel injection. - A particularly striking, though ex-
treme, example of the good combustion performance that may be obtained 
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at low values of fuel-air ratio with a nonuniform fuel-air-ratio distri-
bution is shown in figure 23. The fuel-injection system used in this 
afterburner consisted of 12 radial spray bars, each having four fuel 
orifices. At an over-all fuel-air ratio of 0.055, the local fuel-air 
ratio (fig. 23(a)) varied from about 0.02 to 0.11 across the radius of 
the burner, with the rich region located near the position of' the 
single-ring flameholder . The combustion efficienc;y of this burner is 
shown in figure 23(b); the performance of the bUrner with the uniform 
distribution of' figure 20 is included for compari~on. As previously 
noted, operation with the uniform fuel distribution produced a peak ef'-
ficiency at a fuel-air ratiO of about 0.05 and a lean blow-out limit of 
about 0.03. With the very nonuniform fuel-air-ratio distribution, on 
the other hand, lean blow-out did not occur Until an over-all fuel-air 
ratio of 0.004 was reached. Although the combustion efficiency de~ 
creased rapidly as the fuel-air ratio was increased, efficiencies ap-
proaching 100 percent were measured at the lowest fuel-air ratios. 
Summary. - A summary of the manner in which afterburner fuel-air 
ratio for peak combustion efficiency varies with the degree of' unif'orm-
ity of' radial fUel-air-ratio distribution is presented in f'igure 24. 
The abscissa of' this figure is the integral across the burner of' the ab-
solute value of'the dif'f'erence between the local and the average fuel-
air ratiO, divided by the average fuel-air ratio. A value of' zero thus 
indicates perf'ect unif'ormity of' fuel-air-ratio distribution, and a value 
of' 0.5, f'or example, means that the mean deviation of' local fuel-air ra-
tios f'rom the average value is 50 percent of' the average. 
Included in figure 24 are all available data from tests in which 
the fuel-air-ratio distribution was systematically varied and the fuel-
air ratio f'or peak combustion ef'f'iciency was observed. Data f'rom ref'-
erences13 and 19 are based on actual measurements of' f'uel-air-ratio 
distribution within the burner, while that from ref'erences 7 and 15 are, 
in the absence of' actual measurements, based upon the arrangement of' 
fuel-injection orif'ices across the burner f'low passage. The greater de-
gree of' nonunif'ormity of' distribution indicated by the f'uel-injector 
design compared to the actual measurements is a result of' the spreading 
and softening of' the distribution between the point of fuel injection 
and the f'lameholder. 
For both types of data, a rapid decrease in the fuel-air ratio at 
which peak efficiency occurs is apparent as the fuel-air-ratio distri-
bution becomes less uniform. In order to have a peak combustion effi-
ciency at a fuel-air ratio between 0.055 and 0.06, or to provide maxi-
mum temperature rise and thrust augmentation, the mean deviation in lo-
cal fuel-air ratio should be no greater than 10 percent of' the average 
value. 
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Circumferential Distribution of Fuel-Air Ratio in Burner 
Just as the radial fUel-air-ratio distribution in an afterburner is 
determined by the number and location of the fUel orifices in each radi-
al spray bar (if such a fUel system is used), so will the circ~feren­
tial distribution be affected by the spacing between the spray bars and 
the amount of crossflow penetration of the fUel jet into the gas stream. 
The spacing between spray bars is, of course, determined directly by the 
number of bars used and the burner diameter,while the jet penetration 
is a function of orifice. size, gas velocity, fUel-jet velocity, and 
other properties affecting the vaporization rate of the fUel. These 
various factors are not independent but are, instead, closely interre-
lated. In the following discussion, the effect of the number of spray 
bars on both the circumferential fUel-air-ratio distribution and the 
burner performance is first examined at various gas velocities for a 
given orifice size. The effects of changing the orifice diameter are 
then presented for two gas velocities and different numbers of bars. 
Although data covering complete ranges of all the pertinent variables 
are not available, a review of the available data permits certain gen-
eral conclusions to be drawn. 
Although radial nonuniformity in distribution of fUel-air ratio may 
be desirable in those applications where efficient operation at low tem-
perature rise is desired, it is logical to assume that the circumferen-
tial distribution should always be fairly uniform because of the circum-
ferential symmetry of the flameholders in general use. It remains, 
therefore, to determine the type of fuel system required to give a suf-
ficiently.uniform circumferential distribution of fUel-air ratio at var-
ious gas velocities. 
Effect of number of spray bars on fuel-air-ratio distribution. -
The circumferential distributions of fuel-air ratio provided by 12 and 
by 24 radial spray bars are compared in figure 25. All spray bars were 
the same, with eight fuel orifices of 0.030-inch diameter in each. The 
gas velocity for these tests was between 500 and 600 feet per second; 
fuel was injected in a radial plane. The burner diameter was approxi-
mately 26 inches. A measure of the circumferential distribution of 
fUel-air ratio is provided in this figure by comparing the fuel-air ra-
tios along two radii some 15 inches downstream from the spray bars; one 
radius was directly aft of a spray bar, and the' other in a plane midway 
between adjacent spray bars. As indicated in the upper part of the fig-
ure, the radial fuel-air-ratio distribution is about the same for both 
radii when 24 spray bars were used, this result indicating a circumfer-
entially uniform distribution. When 12 spray bars were used, however, 
the fuel-air ratio along the two radii differed by more than 2 to lover 
most of the area of the burner. As would be expected, the difference 
was greatest near the outer shell of the burner, where the spray bars 
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were, farther apart, and almost disappeared at the center of the burner. 
~ Thus, with 12 spray bars in this afterburner, there existed a combined 
radial and circumferential distortion in fuel-air-ratio distribution. 
It should be noted that the poorer circumferential distribution 
of fuel with the ,12 spray bars existed in spite of the higher fUel-
inje~tion pressures associated with the smaller number of fuel ori-
fices. This result is contrary to what would be expected for nonva-
porizing liquid jets, inasmuch as the correlation of reference 20 for 
liquid jets indicates that the higher injection pressures should have 
essentially offs~t the greater spacing between ,the bars for the condi-
tions of this test; therefore, vaporization of the fuel had a signifi-
cant influence on the Circumferential fuel distribution. As might be 
expected, however, the jet penetrations generally indicated by the data 
of figu~e 25 are somewhat greater than would have been predicted from 
the data of reference 21 for air jets. Although more exact quantitative 
comparisons are not possible, it is apparent that the penetration char-
acteristics of fuel jets in afterburners are between those of liquid 
jets and air jets, with the specific characteristics depending on the 
various factors that influence the vaporization rate of the fuel. 
Effect of number of spray bars on performance. - The effects of the 
nonuniform circumferential fuel-air-ratio distribution illustrated in 
figure 25 on the combustion efficiency of the afterburner are presented 
in figure 26. Although the effects of this nonuniformity do not appear 
to be as large as those resulting from a radial nonuniformity, the com-
bustion efficiency is 7 or 8 percentage points higher with the 24-spray-
bar fuel system than with the l2-spray-bar system over most of the range 
of fuel-air ratio. 
The data of figure 26 were obtained at a burner-inlet velocity of 
500 to 600 feet per second; they indicate that, for these conditions, 
'the highercfuel-injection pressures associated with the smaller number 
of spray bars did not provide sufficient penetration to give a uniform 
fuel distribution. It might be expected, however, that the fuel pene-
tration across the gas stream would be greater at a lower gas velocity 
and the effect of the number of fuel-spray bars on the performance of 
the afterburner would be less. That this is actualiy the case is illus-
trated in figure 27~ where the combustion efficiency at a burner-inlet 
velocity of 380 to 480 feet per second is shown to be the same for both 
12 and 24 spray bars. For comparison, the combustion efficiency ob-
tained at these lower gas velocities with the fuel~air-ratio distribu-
tion nonuniform in.a radial direction, as obtained for the six-orifice 
spray bar of figure 16, is included as the dashed curve. In this case, 
~ the combustion efficiency decreased ve~ rapidly with increasing fUel-
air ratiO, as previously discussed. Therefore, while low gas velocities 
permit the number of spray bars used to be reduced because of greater 
\ 
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fuel penetration across the gas stream, the fuel orifices must be lo-
cated radially to give good coverage across the burner if good perform-
ance is desired at high over-all fuel-air ratios. 
Effect of orifice size on performance. - The results presented in 
the preceding section are for an orifice diameter of 0.030 inch. As was 
mentioned, a reduction in orifice diameter may increase the rate of fuel 
vaporization sufficiently to decrease the jet penetration and thereby 
have an adverse effect on burner performance. This effect would be re-
duced, of course, if a large number of spray bars were used. Data from 
reference 13 comparing the combustion efficiency with 0.030- and 0.020-
inch-diameter fuel orifices are presented in figure 28; 24 spray bars 
were used in a 26-inch-diameter afterburner. It is apparerit that in 
this case, the jet penetration was not reduced enough by the reduction 
in fuel-orifice size to affect the performance appreciably. This result 
was, furthermore, obtained at the relatively high gas velOCity of 500 to 
600 feet per second. 
If the spacing between spray bars is similar to that provided by 
24 bars in a 26-inch-diameter burner, orifice diameters as small as 
0.020 inch may, therefore, be used,even at high gas velocities. If, 
on the other hand, only 12 spray bars are used, an or~fice diameter 
of 0.020 inch does not appear to be large enough to provide good fuel 
distribution, even at gas velocities no higher than 400 feet per sec-
ond. This conclusion is based on a comparison of figure 27 with fig-
ure 29, which is replotted from the data of reference 19. As indicated 
in figure 29, the spray-bar system for these data comprised 12 long 
spray bars, each having 8 orifices, and 12 shorter spray bars with 6 
orifices per bar. The performance obtained when all 24 spray bars were 
used is compared with that obtained when only the 12 long spray bars 
were used. Although an exact comparison between the data of figures 27 
and 29 is not possible because different afterburners were used, values 
of gas velocity, burner-inlet pressure, and burner diameter were about 
the same. The principal difference is that 0.020-inch orifices were 
used for the data of figure 29 as compared to the 0.030-inch orifices 
for the data of figure 27. 
Contrary to the satisfactory performance indicated in figure 27 
for the 12 spray bars having 0.030-inch orifices, the performance shown 
in figure 29 for 0.020-inch orifices was appreciably reduced when the 
number of spray bars was decreased from ,24 to 12. Not only was the max-
imum gas temperature reduced from 34000 to 30000 R, but the combustion 
effiCiency at the condition of maximum temperature was also about 20 
percentage points lower. Although the fuel-injection pressure at stoi-
chiometric fuel-air ratio was increased from 25 to 75 pounds per s~uare 
inch for the smaller number of spray bars, the fuel penetration with the 
small orifices was obviously inade~uate to overcome the wider spacing 
between the bars. 
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To recapitulate, the use of as few as 12 spray bars in a 26-inch-
diameter afterburner provided good performance only when the gas veloc-
ity was relatively low (380 to 480 ft/sec) and the fuel orifices were as 
much as 0.030 inch in diameter. The performance of the 12-bar system 
was inferior to that of the 24-bar system at high gas velocities with 
0.030-inch orifices, and at low gas velocities with 0.020-inch orifices. 
A spray--bar spacing corresponding to 24 spray bars in a 26-inch-diameter 
burner provided good performance at high gas velocities (500 to 600 
ft/sec) with either 0.020- or 0.030-in~h-diameter orifices. Other com-
binations of orifice diameter and number of spray bars within these lim-
its should, of course, b~ possible. 
Effect of ratio of orifice size to spray-bar diameter. - The fore-
going discussion indicates the possibility of reducing the number of 
spray bars somewhat if the jet penetration is increased by increasing 
the orifice diameter. Early fuel vaporization is apparently less with 
the larger orifices, and the penetration characteristics approach those 
of a purely liquid jet. (As discussed later, large axial mixing dis-
tances permit adequate fuel preparation for combustion.) If the fuel 
orifice becomes too large relative to the internal diameter of the spray 
bar, however, the static pressure within the bar and the effective flow 
area of the several orifices will vary. The effect of this ratio of 
orifice area to spray-bar area on the proportion of fuel delivered by 
each-orifice is reproduced from the data of reference 13 in figure 30. 
Plotted against the ratio of total fuel-orifice area to spray-bar flow 
area is the ratio of fuel flow through each orifice relative to that 
through the number 1 orifice (at the shank of the spray bar). For each 
value of total orifice area, all orifices were the same size. As this 
ratio of total orifice area to spray-bar area increases, the fuel ori-
fices located toward the tip of the spray bar deliver proportionally 
greater amounts of the total fuel flow. This variation in fuel delivery 
is a result of the higher static pressure within the bar at the tip and 
the higher relative flow coefficient of the tip orifices. Although 
these variations are probably negligible for area ratios of less than 
0.5, the tip orifices deliver as much as 50 percent more fuel than the 
shank orifices for an area ratio of 1.0. 
As discussed in reference 13, other factors affecting the amount 
of fuel delivered by each orifice are the length-di~eter ratio of the 
orifice and the method of drilling the hole. Orifices having small 
length-diameter ratios, with the hole drilled undersize and reamed to 
final size, produced the greatest uniformity of flow from one orifice 
to anotner. Orifices produced in this manner have flow coefficients 
in the range of 0.5 to 0.6, based on the fuel pressure in the spray 
bar. 
Effect of direction of fuel injection. - The data presented so far 
on fuel-injection systems were obtained with the fuel injected in a 
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transverse direction, that is, across the gas stream. It might be ex-
pected that this' direction of injection would be somewhat better than an 
upstream or downstream direction, simply because it would provide a bet-
ter fuel coverage of the gas stream. This premise is SUbstantiated in 
figure 31, which compares the combustion efficiencies obtained when fuel 
was injected alternatively in a transverse, upstream, or downstream di-
rection from an otherwise identical system. Although the effect of the 
direction of fuel injection is not large at low fuel-air ratios, the com-
bustion efficiency at the higher fuel-air ratios is considerably higher 
when fuel is injected in a transverse direction than when injected ei-
ther upstream or downstream. It should be noted that this rather sig-
nificant effect of the direction of fuel injection was obtained with a 
fuel-mixing distance of 29.5 inches; if a shorter fuel-mixing distance 
had been used, the effects might have been even greater. 
A further comparison of the combustion efficiency of an afterburner 
with upstream and with downstream injection is presented in figure 32. 
In this burner, three concentric fuel manifolds were used; in one case 
fuel was injected in a downstream direction from all three manifolds, 
and in the other case the direction of injection of two' of the manifolds 
was reversed. At the higher burner-inlet pressure, the effect of this 
change in direction of fuel injection was not large, but performance at 
the pressure of 620 pounds. per square foot absolute was considerably 
better with upstream injection, particularly at the high fuel~airra­
tios. The very small fuel-mixing distance used in this afterburner 
(1.5 inches) probably accounts for this rather large effect of changing 
from a downstream to an upstream direction in this case. 
Effect of fuel-mixing distance on performance. - There are few data 
indicating the isolated effect of a change in the fuel-mixing distance 
(the distance between the fuel injector and the flameholder). It has 
been a matter of almost universal experience, however, that relatively 
large mixing distances (approaching 2 ft) are required for satisfactory 
performance, particularly at low burner-inlet pressures. The summary 
report of reference 1, for example, indicates an appreciable improvement 
in high-altitude performance of an afterburner when the fuel-mixing 
length was increased from 17% to 2~ inches. The improvement in per-
formance of one series of afterburners relative to that of another se-
ries described in reference 22 is also largely.attributed to an increase 
in fuel-mixing distance. Although there is probably some basis for the 
viewpoint that large mixing distances tend to aggravate the problem of 
combustion instability, all available experience with afterburners of 
many types indicates that the combustion performance at high altitude 
will not be satisfactory with mixing distances of only a few inches. 
The fuel-mixing distances of all the afterburners investigated at the 
Lewis laboratory that have what might be considered satisfactory high-
altitude performance have been of the order of 20 inches or more. 
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FLAMEHOLDER DESIGN 
As in most of the various aspects of combustor design, knowleqge 
of flameholder design principles has been accumulated empirically. The 
first experiments with afterburners showed that various bluff bodies in 
the air stream successfully anchored flame and provided a source for 
further propagation of combustion throughout the burner. Following 
these early results, numerous experiments have been performed to explore 
the size, shape, and arrangement of bluff-body flameholders with the ob-
jective of obtaining high combustion efficiency, high altitude limits, 
and low pressure drOp. Because these experiments were necessarily c.ar-
ried out simultaneously with experiments to improve the design of other 
parts of afterburners, such as fuel-injection systems and inlet dif-
fusers,the. relations among the results of tests on different afterburn-
ers are obscure in many cases. Wherever possible, however, the results 
presented herein are selected from experiments that covered a range of 
pertinent burner designs. In this manner, the degree of generality of 
the results is revealed. Although types of flameholders other than 
bluff bodies (SUCh as pilots and cans) may have considerable merit, the 
absence of information about them makes it necessary to limit the pres-
ent discussion to bluff-body flameholders. 
The flameholders that will be discussed are all formed of annular 
rings or f~tters constructed in a manner similar to that shown in fig-
ure 33. The flameholders are usually attached to the wall of the burner 
with several streamlined struts. Although several methods of fabrica-
tion have been employed, the most satisfactory method from the stand-
point of durability and ease of manufacture has usually been to weld 
sheets of Inconel about 1/8 of an inch thick into the shape required (in 
this case a· V) and smooth off the weld on the external surfaces by 
grinding. Radial interconnecting gutters are similarly formed and at-
tached by welding. 
Effects of Cross-Sectional Shape 
In references 23 and 24, a theory is advanced to e~lain the nature 
of stabilization of flames on gutters. According to the theory,· hot 
gases from the burning boundaries of the fuel-air ~ixture surrounding 
the wake from a bluff body are recirculated upstream and enter the rela-
tively cool boundary near the body. These hot gases increase the tem-
perature of the mixture and carry ignition sources into the mixture. By 
this process, ignition Qf fresh mixture is initiated, and a continuous 
process of ignition is maintained. 
Isothermal wake flow. - An experimental evaluation of the effect 
of cross-sectional shape on the recirculation characteristics of pluff 
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bodies in isothermal flow is given in reference 25. lIBluffness" of a 
body is considered to be qualitatively proportional to the sUm of the 
angles between the body I s trailing edges and its axis of symmetry. It 
was reasoned that the recirculation characteristics of a bluff body 
were directly related to vortex strength (ratio of tangential velocity 
to vortex radius) and to shedding frequency of the vortices formed in 
the wake. Bluff bodies "of twelve shapes were investigated; with the 
aid of hot-wire and flow-visualization techniques, the strength and 
shedding frequency of the vortices were determined. Some of the prin-
cipal results are shown in figure 34. . 
Iri figure 34, the ratio of vortex strength to approaching gas ve-
locity is plotted against the ratio of shedding frequency to gas veloc-
ity for five representative shapes. The various shapes investigated 
are shown in the sketches in the symbol key. The flameholders were 
circumferentially symmetrical except for the V-gutter flameholder with 
the vortex generators installed on the upstream splitter plate. The 
vortex generators of this flameholder were essentially small vanes in-
stalled on both the inner and outer surfaces of the splitter vane or 
projecting cylinder. The vanes were inclined at an angle of about 160 
to the axis of the burner and were about 3/4 of an inch high and 1.2 
inches in chord. The gutter width bf each flameholder at the open end 
was 3/4 of an inch. In figure 34, the general trend of increasing . 
strength and decreasing frequency with increased bluffness of the flame-
holder is apparent. The changes in vortex strength and frequency are 
large. 
Combustion efficiency. - To determine the possible relation of 
these isothermal-wake characteristics to combustion performance" tests 
were made in a simulated afterburner facility to evaluate combustion 
efficiency, stability limits, and pressure-loss characteristics of 
flameholders with cross-sectional shapes similar to those tested in 
cold flow. The results of this investigation are reported in reference 
2 and additional tests of two shapes are reported in reference 26. Typ-
ical results are shown in figure 35, where the combustion efficiency is 
plotted against afterburner-inlet ~ressure. The two upper curves rep-
resent typical data selected from/reference 2 and the two lower curves 
are from the afte'rburner study of reference 26. Although the efficiency 
levels of the two afterburners differed by about 25 percent (because of 
differences in flameholder size, fuel distribution, burner length, and 
burner-inlet velocity), the changes in efficiency with change in flame-
holder cross-sectio~~ shape are about the same for both. In both aft-
erburners, combustlon efficiency was 2 to 20 percentage points lower 
with the U-shape gutter than with the V-shape gutter. For both burners, 
~he difference in efficiency was greater at the lower inlet pressures. 
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In figure 36, the afterburner combustion efficiency is plotted as a 
fUn~tion of afterburner-inlet velocity and pressure for various shapes 
of flame holder gutters. Parts (a) to (c) of this figure are for a fUel-
air ratio 01'0.047, and parts (d) to(f} for a fUel-ai-r ratio of 0.067. 
Data are shown for ten flameholder cross-sectional shapes. The general 
trend of decreasing combustion efficiency with increasing afterburner 
veloci ty or decreasing inlet pressure is consistentfor all shapes in-
vestigated, but scatter of the data obscures any general effect of shape 
on performance. -
To aid in comparing the efficiencies of the various flameholders, 
the arithmetical average difference between the efficiency observed with 
the V-shape flameholder a~d with each of the other shapes was calculated; 
these. differences in efficiency are plotted in. the bar graphs of figure 
37. Included in the calculations are a large. number of data pOints that 
cover values of fuel-air ratio between 0.02 and 0.08, burner-inlet ve-
locity between 400 and 700 feet per second, and burner-inlet pressure 
between 500 and 1200 pounds per square foot. Because insufficient data 
are available to isolate the effects of these variables, the ob£:erved 
values of efficiency at all operating conditions for a given flameholder 
/ were averaged together. In view of the trend of decreasing efficiency 
difference .wi th increasing pressure ,shown in figure 35, the over-all av-
erage differences shown in figure 37 are probably conservative for low 
pressures and extreme for high pressures. 
The results of figure 37 show that theU-shape flameholder is in-
ferior to the flameholders of other shapes by amounts varying from 4 to 
10 percent. Among the several shapes with highest efficiency, differ-
ences of only 2 or 3 percent were obtained. Below the bar for each 
flameholder shape is given the corresponding value of cold-flow vortex 
strength from reference 25. There is no apparent correlation between 
combustion efficiency and cold-flow vortex strength. It is evident from 
these results that although the U-shape gutter is inferior to gutters of 
most other shapes (particularly at low pressures), only small differ-
ences in combustion efficiency are obtained by using flameholders with 
cross-sectional shapes other than the V-shape. 
Blow-out limits. - The effect of cross-sectional shape on operable 
fUel-air-ratio range is shown for several typical sh8.pes in figure 38. 
Data from references 2 and 26 are included. The effect of gutter shape 
on the lean and the rich fuel-air ratio limits is small (0.005 to 0.01). 
The principal effect of shape appears to be that the minimum pressure 
for stable combustion is about 200 pounds per square foot higher for the 
U-shape flameholder than for the other shapes investigated. 
Pressure loss. - The effect of flameholder shape on total-pressure 
loss between burner inlet and outlet (excluding pressure losses in the 
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diffuser) is shown in figure 39. Without burning (temperature ratio of 
1.0), the pressure loss is from 1 to 2 percent of the burner-inlet pres-
sure. With the exception of the flameholder with knife ~dges mounted on 
the sides of the gutter (square symbols), the pressure losses are the 
same with the various flameholders within ±l percent over the range of 
burner-temperature ratio investigated. Data for pressure drop with the 
U-shape gutter are available from reference 2 only for the nonbUrning 
condition and are therefore shown for the temperature ratio of 1.0 in 
figure 39. During cold flow, the pressure drop for the U-shape gutter 
is approximately the same as for the V-gutter. Data from reference 26 
indicate, however, that during burning the pressure-loss ratio is 0.01 
to 0.02 less with the U~shape flameholder than with a V-gutter flame-
holder of the same size (22~-percent blOCkage). 
In summary, the experimental investigations have shown that after-
burner combustion efficiency may vary as much as 10 percent with flame-
holder cross-sectional shape. Of the various shapes investigated, the 
U-shapeflameholder was inferior in both stability limit and combustion 
efficienicy to'all others. Combustion efficiency and stability limits 
of several shapes were comparable to the V-shape flameholder. Pressure 
losses for most of the shapes were approximately the same. 
Effects of Gutter Width, Number of Gutters, and Blockage' 
on Combustion Performance 
'The size and arrangement of flameholders is one of the dominant 
factors affecting afterburner performance. The best arrangement of 
flameholders is a function of the factors of environment in which the 
flameholder must operate, such as velocity and fuel-air-ratio distribu-
tion at the flameholder and type of wall-cooling system used. It is 
evident, therefore, that a single optimum location (axial and radial 
spacing) of flameholders does not exist for all possible environmental 
conditions. Some general trends and qualitative indications of best 
location are, however, discussed in a subsequent section. In this sec-
tion the effects of gutter width, number of gutters, and blockage will 
be shown for a wide range of environmental conditions; general trends 
that are to a large degree independent of environment are discussed. 
All the results are for unstaggered flameholders. 
Gutter width .... Some effects of gutter width are illustrated in 
figure 40. It is, of course, impossible in any experiment to isolate 
the individual effects of gutter width, gutter diameter, number of gut- ~ 
ters, and percent blockage. The effects shown in figure 40 may, there-
fore, be influenced to some degree by variables other than gutter width 
and number of gutters. An attempt was made in each test to minimize 
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the extraneous effects. In most cases, the flameholders were located 
29 
• in regions of nearly uniform afterburner-inlet velocity to avoid large 
effects of small changes in gutter diameter. Particular emphasis was 
placed on providing a uniform fuel-air-ratio distribution at the flame-
holder location.· 
.. 
In figure 40(a), some results from reference ?6 are shown. Combus-
tion efficiency at a fuel-air ratio of 0.04 is plotted against burner-
inlet pressure for two flameholders, each having two rings and the same 
blockage but with gutter widths of 2 and 1. 6 inches. The2-inch.;.wide 
gutter produced a combustion efficiency two to five points lower than 
the 1.G-inch gutter. Tests in the same afterburner showed that with 
1/2-inch-wide gutters combustion could .not be maintained at all at pres-
sure levels below approximately 1000 pounds per square foot absolute. 
The data shown in figure 40(b), taken from unpublished NACA tests, are 
contrary to the width trend indicated in figure 40(a). For this after-
burner, a flameholder with a 2-inch-wide gutter had a combustion effi-
5 
ciency 2 to G percentage points higher than a flameholder with a 18-
inch-wide gutter. In figure 40(c), the results from reference 27 are 
shown for two flameholders, each having three V-gutter rings. The l~"; 
inch-wide gutter had 48-percent blockage, and the 3/4;.. inch-wide gutter 
had 29-percent blockage. At inlet pressures near 1000 pounds per· square 
foot absolute, the differences in gutter width and blockage bad no ap-
preciable effect on combustion efficiency. At lower pressures,the 
flameholder with narrower gutters and less blocked area produced a com-
bustion efficiency as much as 5 percentage points less than the wide 
flameholder. Observation of the flame durihgthetests showed that at 
pressures less than 800 pounds per square foot absolute the flame was 
partially blown out with the 3/4-inch gutter, whereas the flame with 
the l~-inch gutter was steady and complete.· It is thus indicated that 
the reduction in efficiency at low pressures was due to the narrow gut-
ters rather than the smaller blocked area. 
Although there are inconsistencies in the data, it appears that in-
creases in gutter width above l~ inches have no large effect on combus-
tion efficiency. Red~ction in gutter width from ~ inches to 3/4 inch 
has no large effect on combustiqn efficiency, but may cause instability 
of the flame at iow pressures .. Gutter widths of 1/2 inch did not sup-
port combustion at inlet pressures less than 1000 pounds per square foot 
absolute. These results were obtained with several afterburners and are 
apparently independent of burner-inlet velocity over the range between 
450 and 620 feet per second. Because all the burners investigated were 
4 feet or more in length, the applicability of the results to shorter 
afterburners is not known. 
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Blow-out limits for flameholders having different gutter widths.' 
(same afterburn,ers that provided data of figs.40(a) and (c)) are shown 
in figure 41. Although the minimum pressure limits are not clearly de-
fined, it is evident from the consistent trends of lean and rich blow-
out limits that the minimum pressure for combustion is higher for the 
narrower gutters. The magnitude of the increase in minimum pressure 
limit as gutter width decreases from 2 inches to 3/4 inch is probably 
of the order of 100 pounds per square foot. Effects of number of gut-
ters on blow-out limits for the afterburners investigated in references 
26 and 27 were negligible. 8 
Number of gutters. - Some data showing the effects of the number 
of flameholder gutters or rings on combustion efficiency are presented 
in figure 42. In this figure, a l~-inch-wide, three-:ring flameholder 
is compared with a 3/4-inch-wide, three-ring flameholder and a l~~inch­
wide, two~ring flameholder. As discussed previously in connection with 
the effects of gutter width, the lower efficiency of the 3/4-inch-:wide, 
three-ring flameholder at low pressures relative to the l~-inch-wide, 
three-ring flameholder is attributed to partial blow-out (a gutter-
width effect) of the narrower gutters. The three-ring, 3/4-inch-wide 
flameholder and the two-ring, l~-inch-wide flameholder both had a 
blockage of 29 percent. The three-ring, l~-inch-wide flameholder had 
a blockage of 48 percent. Comparison of these three flameholders,shows 
that except in the region of partial blow-out for the 3/4-inch gutters, 
there is an improvement of about 5 percentage points in combustion ef-
. ficiencYJ if three rather than two flameholder rings are used. It is, 
of course, not possible to separate completely the effects of blockage 
from the effects of number of rings. Comparison of the three curves at 
an inlet pressure of 1000 pounds per square foot (above the region of 
partial blow-out for the 3/4-inch gutters) indicates that blockage in 
the range from 29 to 48 percent has no separate effect on combustion 
efficiency. At lower pressures, the effects of number of gutters and 
blockage on combustion efficiency are not separable, but as is shown 
subsequently, it is probable that blockage effects are small. 
The observed effects of number of gutters, as pointed out in ref-
erence 27, are probably due to the increased average burning time ob-
tained by using three rings (SiX flame fronts or l~- or 2-inch spacing 
between gutters), rather than two rings (four flame fronts or about 3-. 
inch spacing between gutters). If the flame front always extends down-
stream from the gutter edges at approximately the same angle, it is ob-
vious that the fUel particles will, on the average, encounter a flame 
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front farther upstream in the case of the three-ring flameholder than 
in the cas,e 'of the two-ring flameholder. Hence, the. average burning 
time 'is greater for the larger number of flame fronts. 
Although the available data are meager,it appears that, if the 
gutters are wide enough (apprOXimatelY l~ inches) _to prevent. pa-rtial-
blow-out at low pressures, gc:).ins in efficiency of 5 to Tpercent are 
possible at burner-inlet pressures between 500 and 1000 pound's per 
square foot, by using three rather than two flamehQlder rings. Data 
are not available to determine the magnitude of the effects at higher 
pressures. In view of the apparent insensitivity of combustion effi-
ciency to flameholder design at high afterburner-inlet pressureS, it 
31 
is probable that an afterburner sufficiently long to operate efficiently 
at low inlet pressure would not be appreciably improved in performance 
at high pressure by using three flameholder rings instead of two. 
Blockage. - Effects of blockage on afterburner combustion effi-
ciency are shown in figure 43 for several afterburners at ,a high and 
a low pressure level. Data for this figure were obtained with six 
afterburners, of which three were fitted with different flameholders 
to vary the blockage. The number of flameholder gutters used is in-
dicated by the symbols. Included among the tests are a wide variety 
of fuel-air-ratio and velocity distributions at the bUrner inlet, av-
erage velocity level at the burner inlet, number of flameholder rings, 
and gutter widths. All the afterburners are similar, however, in that 
fuel was injected sufficiently far upstream to ensure adequate mixing 
and vaporization time and burner lengths were great enough to provide 
adequate burning time. Although the data at high pressures are few and 
no one afterburner was investigated over a range of blockages at this 
high pressure, it is evident that blockage effects at pressure levels 
near 3000 pounds per square foot are very small. These effects are 
confirmed by many results, such as those discussed in reference 28, 
which reports afterburners that operated with high efficiency at 
burner-inlet pressures of the order of 3000 pounds per square foot 
with blockages as low as 15 to 20 percent. 
At lower pressures (fig. 43(b)), gains in efficiency by increasing 
blockage beyond 30 percent appear to be negligible. The data for the 
upper curve of figure 43 are representative of three of the best cur-
rent afterburner designs (afterburners of refs. '7, 27, and 29) in ap-
proximately the same state,of development. The small effect of flame-
holder blockage on combustion efficiency for blockages greater than 30 
percent is particularly apparent in these data. 
'. 
For blockages less than 30 percent, the combustion efficiency de-
creases as blockage decreases. As indicated in the figure, however, the 
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de~rease in efficiency with blockage is greater when blockage is reduced, 
by decreasing the number of flameholder gutters than when blockage is 
reduced by decreasing the width of the gutters and retaining the same 
number of gutters. The reduction in efficiency at the lowest blockage 
may, therefore, be due at least in part to the use of single-gutter 
flameholders. The lower curve of figure 43(b) is for flameholders hav-
ing two gutters, and it is evident that in this case the decrease in ef-
ficiency as blockage decreases below 30 percent is much less than for 
the other two curves. These results are further confirmation of the ef-
fects of number of flameholder gutters discussed previously in connec-
tion with figure 42. 
Although the effects of blockage on operable fuel-air-ratio range 
and minimum pressure for stable combustion have not been well docu-
mented, isolated observations do not indicate any large or consistent 
trend with blockage. 
All the results presented in figure 43 are for flameholders with 
four to six radial gutters interconnecting the annular gutters. Sev-
~ral experiments have shown that these interconnecting gutters have 
little effect on combustion efficiency, except at conditions near the 
minDmum pressure limit. It has been shown that in some cases use of 
interconnecting gutters improves combustion efficiency and operating 
range of fuel-air ratio at very low inlet pressures without any ap-
preciable penalty inflameholder pressure loss. 
Summary. - The number, arrangement, and size of flameholders (of 
the V-gutter type) are important design considerations. For stable 
and efficient combustion at afterburner-inlet pressures down to 600 
1 pounds per square foot, minimum gutter width appears to be about 12 
inches. At very high burner-inlet pressures, both two- and three-
ring flameholders have about the same combustion efficiency; at in-
termediate and low pressures, three-ring flameholders are superior. 
At burner-inlet pressures around 3000 pounds per square foot, change 
in flameholder blockage over the range 'from approximately 25 to 40 
percent has negligible effect on combustion efficiency. At low pres-
sures (800 lb/sqft or less), in order to provide a sufficient number 
of flameholder rings of adequate width, blockages of 30 percent or 
more must be used for maximum combustion efficiency. Gutter width 
has a first-order effect on minimum pressure for stable combustion 
and on fuel-air-ratio range of afterburners; radial gutters intercon-
necting the annular flameholder rings have a favorable effect on low-
pressure limits. 
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Effect of Flameholder Blockage on Pressure Drop 
The pressure drop in the afterburner is due to losses in the dif-
fUser or cooling liners, to the aerodynamic drag of the flameholders, 
and to the momentum changes associated with combustion o~ fuel. Numer-
ous approximate methods of calculation of these pressure drops hSve been 
published (e.g., refs. 30 and 31). Some measurements of pressure loss 
in an afterburner (ref. 27) without burning are shown in figures 44 and 
45. The flameholders used were simple nonstaggered V -gutters; the vari-' 
ous blockages and sizes are indicated in the keys at the top of the fig-' 
ures. A comparison (fig. 44) of the pressure drop observed with flame-
holders of the same blockage (29 percent), but having different numbers 
and sizes' of gutters, indicates that number and size have no separate 
effects on the cold-burner pressure losses. It is evident that velocity 
has a very large effect on pressure loss and that, in general, there is 
a value of velocity at which the rate of change of pressure loss with 
velocity increases very rapidly. 
A cross plot of the data of figure 44 is given in figure 45. At 
each inlet Mach number, pressure losses increase appreciably only after 
blocked area is increased above about 30 percent. Fora blocked area 
of 35 percent, the pressure loss increases from about 0.007 to 0.024 of 
the inlet total pressure as burner-inlet Mach number increases from 0.2 
(400' ft/sec) to 0'.3 (60'0' ft/sec). It appears that blockages as high as 
30 percent may be used at an. inlet Mach number of 0.3, or as high as 37 
percent at an inlet Mach number of 0'.2, with a "cold-pressure" loss' of 
only 1 percent. Pressure losses at a burner-inlet Mach number of 0'.30'6 
computed by a method si~i~ar to that of reference 31 are shown by the 
dashed line. The method used in reference 31 employs an analytiC solu-
tion for the flow conditions at the downstream, or exit,plane of the 
flameholder and application of empirically determined coefficients to 
compute the pressure drop. The agreement between the calculations and 
the experimental data is good for pressure losse~ of' 0'.0'4, or less. It 
has been previously shown that blockages of 35 percent are adequate for 
good performance at high altitudes; it is thus apparent that the "cold-
pressure" losses introduced by such a,f'lameholder in an afterburner 
amount to only 1 or 2 percent. 
In figure 46(a), the combined pressure losses due to, drag of the 
flameholder and cooling liner and to combustion of fuel are shown. The 
pressure loss is shown as a function of temperature ratio across the 
burner for several flameholder blockages. It is apparent that a change 
in blockage over the range between 22 and 31 percent has little effect, 
on pressure losses during burning. Although the absolute values. of ·the 
pressure loss shown in figure 46(a) are high because of an unusual cool-
ing liner that was used, the relative effects of.flameholder blockage 
are valid. 
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In figure 46(b), a comparison is made between the measured pres-
sure loss and the pressure loss computed by the method of reference 
31. Good agreement between the measured and calculated valuesindi-
cates that, in the absence of cooling liners or other extraneous, de-' 
vices, the method of reference 31 is adequate for the prediction: of 
internal afterburner pressure losses during burning. ' 
COMBUSTION SPACE 
The combustion efficiency and maximum obtainable temperature rise 
in an afterbUrner are, of course, i'unctions of the space available for 
combustion. As length is reduced, the time available for the comple-
tion of combustion (residence time) is reduced and, in addition, the 
distance available for the spread of flame across the burner from the 
flameholders is decreased. Inasmuch as burner-inlet conditions influ-
ence these combustion'processes, it would be,expected that the effects 
of the combustion space on performance would be different for different 
pressure, temperature, and velocity levels. The arrangement of the 
flameholdersacross the burner cross section and the amount of wall ta-
per would also be expected to influence the combustion space require-
ments. Some of these effects for two different classes of afterburners 
are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Effects of Afterburner Length 
Take-off afterburner. - In some afterburner installations, such as 
in subsonic bombers, it may be desirable to obtain a moderate amount of 
thrust au~entation at take-off and to carry the afterburner inoperative 
at altitude conditions. In these applications, minimum afterburner size 
is required in order to reduce weight and drag penalties to a minimum; 
internal pressure losses, with their attendant penalties on engine fuel 
consumption, are also of. greater relative importance than the combustion 
efficiency. 
An afterburner designed for take-off application is shown in fig-
ure 47. The diffuser, flameholder, fuel system, and perforated liner 
were designed for minimum pressure loss, as discussed in reference 5, 
and in part, elsewhere herein. Flameholder blockage amounted to about 
14 percent of the burner cross-sectional area. The length of the burn-
er from the flameholder to the exhaust-nozzle outlet was varied from 20 
to 62 inches by adding or removing spool sections in the 31-inch diame-
ter section of the burner. The burner-inlet pressure for the tests was 
3800 pounds per square foot absolute, and the burner inlet velocity (at 
the flameholder location) was 350 feet per second. 
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The effect of the afterburner length on the combustion efficiency 
is shown in.figure 48(a). As the length was reduced from 62 to 20 
inches, the combustion efficiency.decreased from over 90 percent to less 
than 60 percent. Although the efficiency decreased rather rapidly as 
the length was reduced below 3 feet, such a change may not 'be .important 
for a take-off'application because the afterburner operates for only a 
short time. Of greater importance is the thrust augmentation obtainable 
. with different burner lengths shown in figure 48(b). For the reduction 
in length from 62 to 20 inches, the thrust augmentation ratio (ratio of 
augmented thrust to normal'thrust with the standard tail pipe) decreased 
from about 1.50 to 1.36. It is evident, therefore, that for an after-
burner designed for take-off use only, where the burner-inlet pressures 
are relatively high and combustor efficiency is not of primary impor-
tance, a length of 20 to 30 inches may be adequate. 
The total pressure losses across this afterburner were relatively 
low. For nonafterburning operation, the loss in total pre.ssure from 
turbine outlet to exhaust-nozzle outlet was about 5 percent for the 
burner lengths investigated. This loss is slightly less than the 
total-pressure loss that usually occurs in a standard, nonafterburning 
tail pipe. 
Altitude afterburner. - Some effects of afterburner length on per-
~ for.mance for a limited range of conditions are reported. in reference 32; 
more recent and previously unpublished data' over a wider range of condi-
tions and with an afterburner designed to have good performance athigh~ 
altitude conditions are discussed herein. A sketch of the afterburner 
used is shown in figure 49. A two-ring V-gutter flameholder of 29.5-
percent blockage was installed. Fuel was injected from 24 fuel-spray 
bars located 32 inches upstream of the flameholder. The afterburner 
, \ 
, 
was cylindrical and its length was varied in four equal steps from 30 
to 66 inches. With each burner length investigated, burner-inlet total 
pressure, total temperature, and velocity were varied over a wide range. 
The variation of combustion efficiency with burner length is summa-
rized in figure 50 for the range of burner-inlet conditions· investigated. 
Although reducing inlet pressure and temperature, or raising inlet veloc-
ity, lowered the. general level of combustion efficiency, all the data 
showed the same general trend of increased combustion efficiency with 
burner length. Increasing burner length from 30 to 66 inches raised the 
combustion efficiency by 25 to 35 percentage points over the range of 
conditions investigated. The major portion of this efficiency variation 
occurred between burner lengths of 30 and 42 inches. 
, 
As a result of the sizable drop in combustion efficiency at reduqed 
burner-inlet pressures, it follows that a substantial increase in burner 
length is required to obtain a given efficie~cy as burner-inlet pressure 
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is lowered. For example, maximum combustion efficiency at a burner-
inlet pressure of 750 pounds per square foot was obtained, with a burn-
er length of about 66 inches. However, the same efficiency required a 
burner length of only about 42 inches at a burner-inlet pressure of 
1800 pounds per square foot. In addition, the ,data of figure 48 indi-
cate the same efficiency was attainable with a burner' length of only 
about 32 inches at a burner-inlet pressure of 3800 pounds per square 
foot. 
The data of figures 50(c) and (d) also illustrate the possible 
trades between burner length and burner-inlet velocity or temperature 
for operation at constant combustion efficiency. With relatively short 
burners, an increase in length of only a few inches is req1,lired to off-
set the efficien<::y reduction accompanying a 2000 F drop in inlet temper-
ature or a 100-foot-per-second increase in inlet veloCity. However, for 
burners longer than about 42 inches the added length required to offset 
efficiency losses resulting from such changes in inlet conditions be-
comes very large. In fact, if the burner is already relatively J-ong, 
further additions in length will fail to restore efficiency losses re-
e " 
sulting from increased velocity or reduced temperature. 
The pressure loss across this afterburner increased with inlet ve-
lOCity in the manner indicated in figure 44. As might be expected, 
there was a negligible effect of burner ,length on pressure loss. Fora 
burner temperature ratio of2.0 and a burner-inlet temperature of I 
lZOOoF, the pressUre loss increased from 0.04 to 0.11 of the burner-
inlet total pressure as inlet velocity was increased from 400 to 600 
feet per second. 
Effect of Flamehdlder Gutter Diameter 
Variations in flameholder gutter diameter have been observed to 
significantly influence the combustion efficiency of an afterburner 
operating at high altitudes. To demonstrate these effects, a brief 
investigation was conducted using the afterburner of figure ,49 as the 
reference, configuration. ' 
Data indicating the effect of flameholder gutter diameter were ob-
tained'by using a flameholder with gutter diameters slightly smaller 
than the one used in the reference configuration. A comparison of these 
two flameholders is shown in figure 51. The advantage of moving the 
gutters farther away from the burner wall is that it eases the, .problem 
of shell cooling, as is discussed in a later section. 
The combustion efficiency obtained with the modified flameholder 
and that for the, referen~e configuration (fig. 50) are compared in 
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figure 52. The modified flameholder was tested with burner lengths of-
42 and 66 inches) and the data for these configurations arE! shown by the 
solid symbols. Comparison is made with the performance of the reference 
flameholder over a range of lengths previously presented in figure 50. 
Moving the outer gutter away from the burner wall requires added length 
for the flame front to reach the wall) and thus, as shown here; lowers 
the combustion efficiency by 5 to 10 percent with the 66-inch burner 
length and as much as about 30 percent with the 42-inch burner length. 
This means that moving the flameholder gutters inward to ease shell 
cooling is equivalent to reducing afterburner length. For the cases 
investigated, the net effect of ,the flameholder modification was to 
reduce the combustion efficiency by about the same amount as would a 
15- to 20-inch reduction in length of the reference configuration. 
Effect of Afterburner-Shell Taper 
To demonstrate the effect of burner-shell taper onperfbrmance, 
the afterburner described in figure 49 was operated with a tapered, 
burner section having a length of 42 inches. A sketch of this con-
figuration is shown in figure 53. 
The combustion efficiencies obtained with the 42-inch-long tapered 
afterburner are compared with -tho$e for the cylindrical reference aft-
erburner in figure 54. The data of figure 54(a) indicate that a drop 
in combustion efficiency of 13 to 18 percent resulted from tapering the 
burner. The pri~ry +eason,for this drop in combustion efficiency is 
reduced residence time, inasmuch as 'the volumeof.t4e tapered burner 
was only 78 percent of that for the cylindrical burner of equal length. 
To illustrate this pOint,the combustion efficiency of the two after-
burners are compared in figure 54(b) on the basis of afterburner volUme 
instead of length. For the single point of comparison (and for two 
pressure levels)) the efficiency is the same for a given afterburner 
volume, independent of the taper of, the outer shell. Such'agreement 
indicates that the secondary factors associated with taperingthe burn-
e~ are relatively unimportant. ' 
Because combustion efficiency is relatively insensitive to length 
variations for burners about 60 inches long, it, might be expected that 
tapering burners of this length'would result in a smaller efficiency 
reduction than was observed with the 42-inch burner. Unfortunately, 
data for longer'afterburners of sufficiently similar design and oper-
ating conditions for inclusion on figure 54 are not available. How-
ever, some slightly tapered afterburners about 60 inches in length have 
been found to operate with combustion efficiencies of about 90 percent' 
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at burner-inlet total pressures down to about 1000 pounds per s~uare 
foot. These observations, therefore, offer some substantiation to the ~ 
premise that tapering of afterburners having a length greater than about 
60 inches will have a relatively minor effect on combus,tion efficiency. 
EFFECTS OF OPERATING VARIAJ3LES ON PERFORMANCE 
OF A TYPICAL AFTERBURNER 
Performance of an afterburner of fixed design is affected by inlet 
values of velocity, pressure, temperature, and by fUel-air ratio. The 
effects of inlet conditions on afterburner performance are illustrated 
to some degree in numerous reports. Reference 2, for example, discusses 
effects of inlet pressure and velocity in detail. Because most turbojet 
engines operate at about the same turbine-outlet (afterburner-inlet) 
temperature, data have not been obtained to show the effect of 
afterburner-inlet temperature on afterburner performance. Although the 
~uantitative effect of these inlet variables on combustion efficiency 
differs with afterburner design, ,as is illustrated elsewhere in this re-
port, the general trends of efficiency with changes in inlet conditions 
are similar for all burners. With this generality in mind, only a brief 
summary of the principal trends is given here. 
The afterburner selected for the discus~ion is illustrated in fig-
,ure 55. The burner is 53 inches long and 2~ inc~es in diameter. A 
two-ring V-gutter with a gutter width of l~ inches and a blocked area 
of 29 percent was used. Fuel was injected through radial spray bars 
located approximately 30 inches upstream of the flameholder. Particu-
lar attention was given in the design to achieving .reasonablyuniform 
fUel-air-ratio distribution at the afterburner inlet. The afterburner 
had an inlet-velocity distribution (fig. 56) typical of current 
afterburners. 
In figure 57, the effects of inlet velocity and inlet pressure on 
the combustion efficiency of the burner are illustrated. As shown in 
figure 57(a), combustion efficiency decreases as burner-inlet pressure 
decreases. At an inlet velocity of 450 feet per second, the efficiency 
decreases about 5 percentage points as pressure decreases from 1000 to 
570 pounds per s~uare foot. At higher velocities, however, the effects " 
of pressure are greater; at an inlet ,velocity of 600 feet per second, 
the efficiency falls off about 13 percentage points for this decrease 
in pressure. As shown in figure 57(b), this divergence continues for 
velocities up to 700 feet per second. A loss in efficiency of about 
18 percentage points results from decreasing pressure from 1060 to 566 
pounds per sQuare foot at·· an inlet velocity of 650 feet per second. 
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, ,Although these result.s are for a fuel-air ratio of 0.047, similar 
trends are obtained at other fuel-air ratios. Because of the manner ' 
in Which the particular burner under consideration was operated, indi-
vidual effects of fuel-air ratio at constant values of pressure and ve-
locity were not obtained. Fuel-air-ratio effects are illustrated,how-
ever, for several burners in the section on fuel-injection systems. 
The effect of inlet velocity on the blow~out limits is illustrated 
in figure 58. The minimum pressure for stable combustion at a given 
fuel-air ratio increases slightly as burner-inlet velocity increases. 
The minimum pressure that occurs at a fuel-air ratio of about 0.060 in-
creases from about 350 pounds per square foot at an inlet velocity of 
500 feet per second to 400 pounds per square footata velocity of 600 
feet per second. 
It may be concluded that the effects of inlet velocity on blow-out 
limits are small but that the inlet velocity and pressure greatly affect 
the combustion efficiency, even in an afterburner of good design. Al-
though changes in inlet velOCity and inlet pressure affect the perform-
ance of various burners to different degrees, the trends shown by these 
data are general and are probably representative of many current aft-
burner designs. 
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY '(SCREECH) 
The phenomenon commonly known as "screech" in afterburners is a 
combustion instability characterized by high-frequency, high..;amplitude 
pressure oscillations. Combustion-chamber pressure has been observed 
to oscillate in various afterburners at frequencies between 800 and 
4000 cycles per second, and with amplitudes between one-third and one-
half the burner-inlet pressure. The oscillations are usually accompa-
nied by increased burner-shell temperature and improved,combustion ef-
ficiency.The combination of high burner-shell temperature and high-
frequency pressure variation frequently leads to structural failure. 
Numerous failures have been encountered in the afterburner shells, 
flameholders, and fuel-system components after only a few minutes of 
operation with screeching combustion. A photograph of a typical fail-
ure due to screeching combustion is shown in figure 59. Other oscil-
lations of lower frequency, often referred, to as buzz or rumble, some-
times occur in afterburners; but screech is the only type of instability 
that has become a severe operational problem. 
The afterburner-inlet conditions at which screech occurs ,differ 
widely for various afterburner designs. The occurrence of screech has 
been shown, however, to be consistently related to fuel-air ratio and 
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afterburner-inlet pressure. In general, screeching combustion is ob-
served to occur over a wider range of fuel-air ratio as inlet pressure 
is increased in the range between 500 and 4000 pounds per square foot. 
Recent unpublished data indicate that at pressures above 4000 pounds 
per square foot the range of fuel-air ratio for screech may be reduced. 
The effects of afterburner-inlet velOCity on screech.have not. been de-
fined completely. 
Because of the destructive nature of screeching combustion, con-
siderable effort has been expended in attempts to find methods of sup-
pressing or preventing the.occurrence of screech~ The principal results 
of these investigations are summarized in references 33 and 34; they are 
repeated, in part, in the following discussion. Two types of experiment 
have been made at the Lewis laboratory to investigate screech. The ear-
liest experiments, which were made before special transient-pressure and 
flame-front detection instrumentation was available, consisted of deter-
mining the effects on screech limits (screech limits are defined as the 
fuel-air ratio and pressure conditions at which screech starts or stops) 
of various systematic changes in the design features of afterburners. 
Later experiments, utilizing s~ecial transient instrumentation, were 
made to identifY the mode of oscillation and to develop special devices 
for suppressing screech. 
Effects of Afterburner Design on Screech Limits 
In the earlier experiments on effects of afterburner design on 
screech limits, variations in nearly all afterburner components were 
investigated. Included in these tests were variations. in radial dis-
tribution of fuel-air ratio, in distance between fuel injectors and 
flameholder, in shape of the inlet diffuser centerbody, in radial ve-
locity distribution at the flameholder, in' radial location of the gut-
ters, in flameholder cross-sectional shape, and in gutter width. Re-
sults of these tests showed that the centerbody shape, the distance 
between flameholders, and the distance between the flameholder and the 
outer wall had no consistent effect on screech limits. 
In contrast to these results, the velocity distribution at the 
flameholder influenced the screech limits to a considerable degree in 
one afterburner. A high degree of whirl originally existed at the tur~ 
bine out~et in the particular afterburner investigated. This large 
whirl resulted in the velocity distribution at the burner inlet (dif-
fuser outlet) shown by the circled points i.n figure 60(a). With this 
velocity distribution, screech was encountered over a fairly wide,range 
of fuel-air ratiO, as shown in figure 60(b). The addition of antiwhirl 
vanes (diamond symbols) eliminated the whirl and also eliminated the 
low-velocity region at the inner diffuser wall. With the improved ve-
locity profile, screech was not encountered. To determine whether 
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removal of the whirl or of the low-velocity region had eliminated 
screech, the flow was tripped off the diffuser inner cone by an ob-
struction. ,The resultant velocity profile at the burner inlet was 
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very close to the original profile, but no whirl ,was present. With 
this configuration, screech again occurred at approximately the same 
conditions as with the original configuration. It was concluded that 
the change in velocity profile rather than the change in whirl was re-
sponsible for the improved screech limits. It is evident, therefore, 
that at least in this case the occurrence of screech was dependent upon 
the veloei ty profile at the flameholder. . . 
An effect of the radial distribution of fuel-air ratio on screech 
limits has been observed in several experiments. The results have, how-
ever, been erratic and inconclusive. In some cases, a,s small a change 
as liS inch in the immersion of fuel-spray bars eliminated screech at a 
particular operating condition. In other cases, larger variations in ra-
dial fuel distribution have been ineffective in altering the screech lim-
its. RedUCing the mixing distance between the fuel injectors and the 
flameholder has also successfully eliminated screech, but the required 
reduction in mixing distance has always been so great thatalti'tude per-
formance was sacrificed. Although further research into these effects 
may reveal some useful design criteria for avoiding screech, it seems 
unlikely at the present time that alteration in fuel distribution will 
yield significant benefits in screech suppression without some perform-
ance sacrifice. 
As illustrated in figure 61, the flameholder gutter width may in-
fluence the screech limits. In this figure, the number of times various 
flameholders of different gutter widths were tested in a particular aft~ 
erburner is shown; the solid bars represent configurations that 
screeched, and the open bars those that did not screech. It is thus ap-
parent that the wider the gutter, the greater the probability that 
screech will occur. No screech was encountered in the particular after-
burner investigated if gutters of l~ inches or less in width were used. 
This result is not general; other burners using glitters'as narrow as 1/2 
inch have produced screech, although of lower severity. 'rhe general 
trend of lower screech tendency with narrower gutters has, however, been 
confirmed in several other investigations. The blockage areas of the 
flameholders used in these tests were substantially the same. Separate 
blocked-a~ea effects have not been determined. 
A few experiments conducted with various radial locations of the 
flameholder revealed no effects on screech'limits. Similarly, effects 
of changing the cross-sectional shape from a "Vn to a "U" were negligi-
ble. However, the addition of an aft splitter plate (SUCh as those 
shown schematically in fig. 62) to annular V-gutters had appreciable 
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effect on screech limits. As shOl-.1Il in figure 62, a 9-inch splitter was 
effective in eliminating screech at some conditions. Other experiments 
have shown that longer splitter plates are even more effective in pre-
venting screech. Although the 9-inch splitter plate was not adv~rsely 
affected by the surrounding hot gases, the necessity for cooling longer 
sIJlitters may make them impractical. The effects of splitter plates on 
combustion efficiency are not known. 
These experiments show that the conditions under which an after-
burner will screech may be controlled at least partially by proper de-
sign of the diffuser, the fuel system, and the flameholder. Properse-
lection of these components may enable many afterburners to operate over 
the required range of inlet conditions without encountering screech.. In 
addition, it appears from the large effects of flameholder design and 
veloCity distribution on screech limits that the origin or mechanism of 
sustenance of screech is associated with the aerodynamics of the flow 
upstream of the combustion region as well as with the combustion process 
itself. It is suggested in reference 35 that vortex shedding from the . 
flameholders may account for the relation between screeching combustion 
and aerodynamic phenomena. This hypothesis has not been verified~ 
Identification of Mode of Oscillation 
The tests to determine the effect of burner configuration on 
screech limits were ineffective in revealing the origin or nature of 
the pressure oscillations encountered during screech. To identify the 
mode of oscillation) additional tests were conducted on two afterburn-
ers in which transient-pressure instrumentation was used to measure tem-
poral variations in pressure and to determine the phase relation between 
components of the pressure oscillations at various stations around the 
burner .. circumference and along the burner length. 
A typi'cal oscilloscope record from one of these tests is shown in 
figure 63. ·A cross-sectional sketch of the burner used showing the rel-
ative positions of the pressure pickups around the circumference and the 
flameholder location is shown at the bottom of the figure. The oscillo-
scope record shows that the variation of pressure with time is small at 
stations I and 3 and large at stations 2 and 4. It is evident that the 
pressure pulses at stations 2 and 4 are 1800 out of phase. Similar 
phase relations were measured for other types of flameholders and for 
burners of different size. Analysis of the possible modes ofoscilla-
tion (ref. 34) shows that the indicated phase relations can occur only 
in the mode of pressure oscillation called the first transverse mode. 
A diagram schematically illustrating the first transverse mode 
(fig. 64) indicates that the particle paths are curved transverse 
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lines. For the first transverse mode, two nodes exist; for higher-order 
transverse modes) additional 'nodes exist, with appropriate increases in 
frequency. Phase and frequency measurements indicate, as shown in fig-
ure 65 , that for small afterburners (about 6 inches in diam~) without 
inle:t-:-diffuser centerbodies, the first mode most frequently exists. 
Modes up to the fourth apparently occur in larger afterburners (up, to 
36 inches in diam.) with diffuser centerbodies. The shaded areas of 
figure 65 indicate the ranges of frequencies that are encompassed by the 
first and fourth modes of oscillation over the range of gas temperature 
(speed of sound) in the burner. Similar areas,which would lie between 
the two shown, can be computed for the second and the third modes; they 
are omitted in figure 65 for clarity. 
Oscillation Damping by Perforated Walls 
ftfter it was established that screeching combustion is associated 
w1th a transverse oscillation, attempts were made to prevent or suppress 
screech by dampening the oscillation with various devices arranged in-
side the burner shell. Experiments were made with an afterburner having 
fins attached to the wall of the burner that extended the entire length 
of the combustion chamb~r. The fins were radial and had various heights 
and circumferential spacings. The fins altered the screech limits and 
the oscillation frequency, but did not eliminate screech at all operat-
ing conditions. Other investigations of the use of fins are reported in 
reference 36. The results were generally similar tO,the NACA experience, 
in that the fins prevented screech in some, but not all, of the configu-
rations investigated. The use of' burner-shell taper is also reported in 
reference 36 to have successfully prevented screech. This result is, 
however, not supported by similar NACA tests, in which it was found that 
shell taper of reasonable amounts .would not prevent screech. The dif-
ference between the results of reference 36 and of the NACA investiga-
tion is probably due to differences in flameholder design, fuel-injection 
systems, and burner-inlet conditions. It may be concluded that the use 
of fins or shell taper, while beneficial in some cases, will not prevent 
screech in all burners or under all conditions of operation. 
In another attempt to dampen the pressure oscillations, a perfo-
rated liner ',vas installed in an afterburner, as shown in figure 66. 
The liner, spaced concentrically 3/4 inch from the burner wa~l, had 
3/16-inch-diameter holes throughout, spaced on 1/2-inch centers. The 
liner extended from a few inches upstream of the flameholder to the end 
of the 24-inch-long combustion chamber. The use of this liner completely 
prevented screech with several flameholders at burner-inlet pressures up 
to approximately 3000 pounds per square foot, which was the maximum pres-
sure investigated. 
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Many additional tests with similar perforated liners in other aft-
erburners have demonstrated that these liners are effective in eliminat- ~ 
ing screech over the full operable range of fuel-air ratio for burner-
inlet pressures up to 6500 pounds per s~uare foot absolute. The 
combustion-chamber length of these afterburners was about 5 feet; liner 
lengths of 3 feet were sufficient to eliminate screech. at all conditions 
investigated. Corrugated, louvered liners have appeared to be more ef-
fective than plain cylindrical, perforated liners. 
In summary, it is evident that the design of the flameholder, the 
fuel system, and the inlet diffuser have an appreciable influence on the 
screech limits (conditions of inlet pressure and fuel-air ratio) of aft-
erburners. These facts indicate that the aerodynamics of the flow ap-
proaching the burner are linked with the screech mechanism. By proper 
selection offlameholder, fuel system, and diffuser, many burners may 
be designed to be screech-free over their re~uired range of operation. 
Phase and fre~uency measurements of pressure oscillations in several 
afterburners have led to identification of the modes of oscillation. • 
The oscillations are transverse and occur in the first to fourth mode 
in mostafte+burners investigated. Perforated combustion-chamber liners 
have prevented screeching combustion in every afterburner investigated 
over a wide range of fuel-air ratio and pressure conditions. 
IGNI~ION, STARTING, AND TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 
The afterburner starting cycle includes three steps: (1) introduc-
tion of the fuel, (2) ignition of the fuel, and (3) control of exhaust-
nozzle area to obtain steady-state afterburner operation. The ignition 
phase of afterburner starting has been investigated in somewhat greater 
detail than the other two phases because of the need for repeated starts 
during afterburner investigations in altitude facilities. 
Introduction of Fuel 
A significant portion of the time required to start an afterburner 
after the control lever is. advanced to the afterburning position is con-
sumed in accelerating the fuel pump and filling the afterburner fuel 
lines an~ manifold. The time re~uired to fill the fuel piping and mani-
folds is obviously directly proportional to the volume of the piping 
that must be filled at each start and inversely proportional to the 
fueJ,.-flow rate set by the starting control. The time re~uired to accel-
erate the conventional turbine-driven fuel pump usually does not exceed 
1 second at any flight condition. Likewise, the time re~uired to fill 
the afterburner fuel pipiu,g at low altitudes where the fuel-flow rates 
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are high is also very short. At high-altitude conditions, however, the 
time required to fill a given volume of fuel piping becomes qUite sig-
nificant because of the reduced fuel-flow rate. 
The effect of this set, or starting fuel-flow rate on the time re-
quired to reach operating manifold pressure is shown in figure 67: Data 
are presented for a 6000-pound-sea-level-thrust engine (ref., 37) and for 
a lO,OOO-pound-thrust engine. The afterburner fuel systems of the two 
engines were similar and utilized air-turbine-driven fuel pumps, With 
the turbine driven by compressor bleed air. The volume of piping that 
had to be filled prior to each start (neglecting any residual fuel down-
stream of the fuel shut-off valve) was approximately 135 ,c,ubic inches 
for the 6000-poun~-thr~st engine and 200 cubic inches for the lO,OOO-
pound-thrust engine. 
In figure 67) the time required to reach'the operating manifold 
pressure is plotted against the ratio of the fuel-system volume to the 
starting fuel-flow rate. Data are presented for several flight condi-
tions, which define a single curve. The time required to fill the fuel 
systems varied from 2 to 9 seconds, with the longer times occurring at 
the higher altitude conditions, ,where the flow rates 'were lowest. Agree-
ment of the two sets of data indicates tb,at. the time required to accel.,. 
erate the fuel pump to delivery speed was about ,the same for both sys-
tems. Measurements on the lO,OOO-pound-thrust engine showed that, about 
1 second of the total time was required to accelerate the pump from rest. 
These data thus indicate that to avoid delays in filling the fuel system 
before the afterburner can be ignited; it is important to keep to a min-
imum the volume of fuel piping that must be filled prior to each after':' ' 
burner start. 
Ignition 
Three general methods of igniting afterburner fuel have been used: 
(1) spark ignition, (2} spontaneous ignition, and (3) hot-streak igni-
tion. Some of the early research on these methods of ignition is sum-
marized in reference 1. The spark-ignition method utiliz,es a spark plug, 
to ignite a combustible mixture provided Wi thin /:l., shelt~red 'region of 
the burner. Spontaneous ignition is obtained in an afterburner when the 
pressure, temperature, velOCity, El.nd fuel-air-ratio conditions within 
the burner are such that the fuel-air mixture ignites without addition 
of energy from an outside agency. In the hot-streak method, afterburner 
ignition.is obtained by momentarily increasing the fuel-air ratio in one 
of the primary engine combustors to about twice the D,ormal operating , 
value. This momentary excess of fuel produces a streak of flame thRt 
extends through the turbine and into the afterburner: and thus provides 
the ignition source for the afterburner fuel. -
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Spark ignition. ~. Spark~ignition systems were used in a number of 
the early afterburners investigated at the Lewis laboratory (ref. 38). 
These afterburners generally incorporated the spark plug in a sheltered 
region at the downstream end of the afterburner diffuser inner body, as 
illustrated in figure 68. Experience with this type of system indicated 
that ignition could seldom be initiated at altitudes above about 30,000 
feet, and the systems were not particularly reliable at lower altitudes. 
Three factors contribute to the poor reliability of the spark~ 
ignition method. One factor is breakdown of the electrical insulation 
in the region of high gas temperature, which causes a short circuit in 
the ignition lead. A second factor is melting or burning of the elec~ 
trodes during afterburner operation, which prevents reignition of the 
burner. A third factor often preventing ignition is that the spark is 
either improperly located or releases too little energy to initiate ig~ 
nition. The ignition systems used provided a spark energy of only about 
0.02 joule per spark at a repetition rate of several hundred sparks per 
second. Although higher spark energies, such asthbse provided by re~ 
cent capacitor~typesystems, would be expected to improve the ability 
of the spark to effect ignition, no good solution to the problems of 
electrode-insulation breakdown or electrode burning has been obtained. 
Because other methods of afterburner ignition held promise of being more 
reliable, further development of a spark system for afterburner ignition 
was discontinued. . 
Spontaneous ignition. - Methods of spontaneously igniting the aft-
erburner fuel have been investigated to determip.e the applicability and 
degree of effectiveness of this method. Although this method of igni-
tion was seldom employed in gasoline-fueled afterburners without an ex-
plosive light-off, the conversion to kerosene and later to JP-3 and JP-4 
fuels sufficiently lowered the spontaneous-ignition temperature of the 
fuel to provide satisfactory spontaneous-ignition characteristics in 
some afterburners. Many other afterburners of different configurations 
could not, however, be ignited spontaneously at turbine-outlet tempera-
tures up to current maximum values of 17000 to 17500 R. There are no 
consistent results available to indicate the specific differences in 
afterburner design that result in some burn~rs being readily ignitable 
spontaneously while others are not, although relatively minor altera-
tions in radial fuel distribution of some afterburners have had marked 
effects on the spontaneous-ignition characteristics. In general, it is 
believed that the two afterburner design factors having a major influ-
ence on the.ability to obtain ignition in this manner are the fuel-air-
ratio distribution and the velocity profile within the burner. Fuel-
air mixtures slightly richer than stoichiometric in a sheltered zone, 
with low velocities in and near such a zone, are believed to promote 
spontaneous ignition. 
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.spontaneous ignition has been obtained at burneI;,.;.inlet ;pre.ssures 
as low as about 500 pounds per square foot absolute; both burner-inlet 
pressure and burner-inlet temperature have been found to exert a pro-
nounced effect on ignition limits (ref. 39). The effects of inlet 
pre$sure and temperature on the limits of spontaneous ignition in one 
afterburner configuration are shown in figure 69. Each data point on 
.this figure represents a single afterburner start ; the fuel.-air-ratio 
value is. that at which ignition occurred as the afterburner fUel flow 
was gradually raised. Each curve thus represents a boundary between 
the ignition and no-ignition regions at a given pressure. The region 
to the left of each curve represents the fuel-air ratios at which spon-
taneous ignition could not be obtained. At a burner-inlet pressure of 
about 1500 pounds per square foot absolute, the inlet temperature had 
no effect on the fuel-air ratio required for successful ignition, but 
at lower pressures, large increases in fuel-air ratio were required to 
obtain spontaneous ignition as the burner-inlet temperature ~s reduced. 
Similarly, these data show that for a given fuel-air ratio a reduction 
in burner-iniet pressure required a large increase in burner-inlettem-
perature for spontaneous ignition to occur. Spontaneous ignition of 
this afterburner was unobtainable at a burner-inlet pressure of 500 
.pounds per square foot . 
.. The effect of burner-inlet pressure on the fuel-air ratio required 
to obtain spontaneous ignition for several other afterburner configura-
tions is illustrated in figure 70. As in the previous figure, each data 
point represents a single afterburner start as afterburner fuel flow was 
being increased. These data also indicate that higher fuel-air ratios 
are required to obtain spontaneous ignition as the burner-inlet pressure 
is reduced. It should also be noted that there are appreciable differ-
ences in the required fuel-air ratio among the several configurations. 
Tqe poor reproducibility of spontaneous-ignition limits is indicated by 
the wide band of fuel-air ratio over which ignition occurred .in the sev-
eral configurations. 
The effect of altitude on the time required for spontaneous igni-
tion to occur after the preset fuel manifold pressure is reached differs 
greatly among various afterburners. In one installation, the time re-
quiredfor spontaneous ignition increased from about 4 seconds at an al...; 
titude of 15,000 feet to 40 seconds at an altitude of 45,000 feet (un-
published NACA data). In contrast to this result, another quite simi-:-
lar afterburner (ref. 37) exhibited little effect of altitude on spon-
taneous ignition time, with the time for ignition varying between 4 and 
8 seconds at altitudes between 30,000 and 50,000 feet. 
These data, as well as related experience on other afterburners, 
indicate that the ability of an afterburner to ignite spontaneously 
cannot be predicted, nor can any practical modifications necessary to 
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provide reliable spontaneous ignition in any given afterburner be speci-
fied. Therefore, spontaneous ignition, although it may be fortuitously 
obtained in some afterburners, is not a method that can be generally re-
lied upon. 
Hot-streak ignition. - Because of its high degree of reliability 
and simplicity, the hot-streak ignition method has received most wide-
spread application in research afterburners at the Lewis laboratory .. 
The earliest hot-streak ignition systems provided supplemental-fueL 
through one of the main engine fuel nozzles. The system was operated 
manually to supply the excess flow at the discretion of the operator 
for a period of about I second. This method of.injection was subse-
quently modified to isolate the hot-streak fuel from the engine fuel 
manifold and thereby simplify the installation. This later. system uti-
lized a fuel-injection orifice located about one-half the distance dovrn. 
the combustor from the main fuel nozzle, as shown in figure 71. Details 
of a typical hot-streak-injector installation are shown in figure 72{a). 
For can-type combustors, the injector is designed to approximately dou-
ble the fuel-air ratio of the combustor in which it is located. In 
annUlar-type combustors, the injector· is designed to provide a similar 
increase in local fuel-air ratio and thus handles a flow of 10 to 15 
percent of the main engine fuel flow. A large number of afterburners 
utilizing this type of system have been consistently ignited at alti-
tudes up to 50,000 or 55,000 feet, which correspond to burner-inlet 
pressures down to about 500 pounds per square foot absolute (refs. 1 
and.37). The system has been used with equal success on engines hav-
ing one-, two-, or three-stage turbines. In each case it has been found 
that once the fuel":air ratio in the afterburner has reached a combusti-
ble level, the hot-streak fuel need be injected for only 1/2 to 1 .second 
to ignite the afterburner. 
To explore the effect of the hot-streak-injector location on the 
ignition limits, the effectiveness of several hot-streak injectors lo-
cated immediately upstream of~he turbine nozzle was investigated and 
compared with that of the more conventional upstream location. Details 
of the turbine-inlet injector installation are shown in figure 72(b). 
This injector was also designed to double the fuel-air ratio in one 
combustor can. The time required before a burst from the hot-streak 
system would ignite the afterburner using both types of hot-streak in-
jectors is compared in figure 73 for altitudes of 30,000 to 50,000 feet. 
Also included for comparison is the time required to ignite this after-
burner spontaneously. The time required for ignition is defined as the 
period between the time at which full afterburnerfuel·manifold pressure. 
was obtained after a throttle burst and (~) the time at which the burner 
ignited spontaneously, or (2) the time at which a 1/2- to I-second .burst 
of hot-streak fuel flow would provide ignition. Minimum ignition times 
for several preset fuel-air ratios are plotted in the figure. Minimum 
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time for the hot-streak systems was determined by progressively reducing 
the time between the throttle burst and actuation of the hot-streak ig-
nitor until ignition could no longer be obtained from the. burst of hot-
streak fuel flow. 
In general, the data of figure 73 indicate a relatively minor ef-
fect of either afterburner fuel-air ratio or altitude on. the time'for 
hot-streak ignition, with about 1 or 2 seconds being required in most 
cases. At the lower altitudes, ignition occurred slightly sooner with 
the turbine-inlet fuel injector than with the up~tream injector; but at 
an altitude of 50,000 feet the turbine-inlet injector failed to provide 
ignition because of the absence of flame through the turbine. Increas-
ingthe injector flow two- to threefold did not improve the ignition 
characteristics of the turbine-inlet injector. Furthermore, when the 
turbine-inlet injector flow was reduced by one-half or more, afterburner 
ignition was unobtainable at any altitude investigated. 
Failure of the turbine-inlet injector to provide flame through the 
turbine at high altitude was attributed to insufficient time for the 
fuel to ignite before entering the turbine. This premise was borne out 
by the fact that moving the turbine-inlet injector 3 inches farther up-
stream resulted in ignition characteristics comparable to those observed 
with the upstream injector. 
Although the improvements in ignition that have been described and 
which result from proper installation of the ignition system are con-
sidered to apply to most afterburners, the ignition times shown in fig-
ure 73 do not apply to all afterburner designs. In some afterburners 
subjected to extensive ignition tests, hot-streak ignition has occurred 
dUring the process of filling the fuel manifolds so that the ignition 
time, as defined herein, was essentially zero. 
Because the time required to' fill the fuel piping and obtain a 
combustible mixture in the afterburner following a throttle burst var-
ies with al ti tude and varies from engine to engine, a single burst of 
hot-streak fuel for a period of 1/2 to 1 second would have to be very 
accurately scheduled to provide reliable ignition at all flight condi-
tions. However, continuous injection of hot-streak fuel for periods 
much longer than 1/2 to 1 second would, in all probability, overheat 
the turbine stator. Therefore, to provide reliable afterburner· igni-
tion without endangering turbine life, the hot-streak ignition system 
should be designed to provide intermittent bursts of fuel for periods 
of 1/2 to 1 second from the time the throttle burst occurs until the 
control senses that the afterburner has ignited. Of course, it is 
important that the control system be designe.d so that in the event of 
failure the hot-streak fuel cannot be continuously injected ~to the 
engine. 
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Hundreds of afterburner starts with the hot-streak ignition system 
injecting fuel into, an engine combustor for periods up to 1. second have 
resulted in no apparent effect on the turbine rotor blades or on the 
stator blades located in the path of the hot-streak flame.. Theabsence 
of any rotor or stator blade deterioration attributable to the hot 
streak indicates that although the gas temperature may suddenly rise as 
much ',as 10000 F, the increase in metal temperature is much iess because 
of the thermal capacity of the turbine blades. To support and explain 
these practical observations, transient metal temperatures were meas-
ured at the stator-blade leading edge in a single-stage·turbine assem-
bly as large step increases were made in engine fuel flow. The ·actual 
response in stator-blade-metal temperature to the sudden changes in gas 
temperature can be characterized by a time constant. Typical values of 
this time constant, defined as the time to reach 63 percent of the fi-
nal value in response to a step inpu:t, are shown in figure 74; the data 
cover a range of turbine-inlet pressures from 3000 to 12,500 pounds per 
square foot absolute. These pressures correspond to an altitude vari-
ation from 7000 to 45,000 feet at a Mach number of 0.8 for the engine 
used. 
The significance of these time constants is illustrated by the 
computed values of,_ stator-blade temperature rise shown in figure 75. 
These values were computed using the time constants of figure 74, with 
the assumption that the engine was operating at an average turbine-inlet 
temperature of 20000 R and that the temperature in the path of the hot-
streak flame increased ina stepwise fashion to :S0000 R for periods of 
1/2 to 1 second. The values of blade-temperature rise thus calculated 
are seen to be considerably less than the sudden rise in gas temperature 
in the path of the hot streak. 
The turbine rotor-blade temperatures are, of course, affected to a 
much lesser extent by the hot-streak flame than are the stator blades. 
This insensitivity of the rotor blades to the hot streak is due to the 
speed with which the rapidly rotating blades pass through the local hot 
region. 
The foregoing discussion of the hot-streak ignition. system indi-
cates that, with proper installations, the system is a simple and re-
liable method or initiating afterburner ignition. Its use has conse-
quently become standard on all afterburner-equipped engines investiga-
ted at the Lewis .laboratory. Hot~streak fuel-injection periods no 
longer than 1 second have caused no problems of turbine deterioration, 
even with engines subjected to hundreds of hot:'streak starts. . 
Turbine-outlet hot-streak ignition. - In view of the requirement 
that the preturbinehot..,streak fuel be injected for only short inter-
vals to avoid overheating the turbine, and in view. of the possibility 
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that'accidental prolongation of the injection period would cause 
turbine-stator failure, the f'easibility of obtaining dependable igni-
tion with a hot-streak ignitor located immediately doWnstream of the 
turbine' was investigated on one engine. Three hot-streak fuel-injector 
configurations were investigated. Details of,theseinjectors are shown 
in figure 76. ,: The principal difference in the fuel injectors was the 
size, location, and number of fuel orifices. One injector consisted of 
a straight tube with seven orifices directed toward the turbine, another 
injector consisted of a bent tube pOinted toward the turbine with four 
orifices in the end of the tube, and the third injector was a similar 
tube with the end left open to the full inner diameter of Ithe tube .Th,e , 
afterburner on which these injectors were evaluated was of conventional 
design with a double V-gutter flameholder, having relatively uniform 
values of fuel-air-ratio distrib,ution and velocity profile upstream of 
the flameholder. 
Afterburner ignition limits of the three turbine-outlet hot-streak 
fuel injectors are compared in figure 77, which also indicates 'ignition 
limits with the conventional preturbine hot streak. Each data point 
represents an attempt to ignite the afterburner. All starting attempts 
were made at a turbine-outlet temperature of 17100 R. Although the ig-
ni ter fuel-air ratio does not represent the fuel-air ratio in the regi'on 
of the fuel injector, it serves to generalize the igclter fuel flows for 
all altitudes as a fraction of the engine airflow. 
The three turbine-outlet hot-streak injectors were equally effec-
tive, although they were inferior to the preturbine hot-streak system. 
With the turbine-outlet injectors, the maximum altitude for dependable 
ignition was between 50,000 and 55,000 feet. In comparison, the pre-
turbine hot-streak system ignited this afterburner at altitudes up to 
60,000 feet, which was the operating limit of the afterburner. 
Stabilization of Operation 
The greater part of' the time consumed in the ,afterburner starting 
sequence occurs while the control is stabilizing engine conditions im-
mediately following ignition. This fact is illustrated by the investi-
gation of reference 37, in which a production-type electronic control 
and a continuously variable exhaust nozzle were used on an engine. An 
example of how the control arid engine variables are affected by the 
starting cycle is illustrated by a'typical oscillograph trace in figure 
78. There is a 6- or 7-second interval between advance of the throttle 
and ignition, followed by 7 or 8 seconds of oscillatory operation of the 
engine afterburner before steady-state conditions are reached. The os-
cillations are caused by an interaction of the various loops of the con-
trol, in conjunction with the dynamic beh8.viorof the engine. In this 
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particular control system, engine speed is controlled by primary engine 
fuel flow, and turbine-outlet temperature is controlled by exhaust- ~ 
nozzle area. 
The following sequence 'of events occurs in the engine afterburner 
and the control during ignition and stabilization of operation: 'the \ 
fuel-air ~ixture in the afterburner ignites while the exhaust nozzle is 
in a closed or nonafterburning position; because the exhaust nozzle re-
stricts flow, the'pressure'in the afterburner increases, raisi~g the 
pressure level throughout the engine and~tending to decrease the engine 
speed; to maintain engine speed constant, the speed control increases, 
the primary engine fuel flow; this increase in engine fuel flow, along 
with the increase in pressure level at the turbine outlet, tends to 
drive the turbine-outlet temperature over the limiting value; this over-
temperature condition then causes the exhaust-nozzle control to open the 
exhaust nozzle; because the temperature-error signal is usually large, 
the nozzle starts to open very rapidly, which decreases the pressure 
level in the afterburner; this decrease in afterburner pressure tends 
to make the engine over speed , which causes the control to reduce the 
engine fuel flow; both the increase in nozzle area and the decrease in 
engine fuel flow cause the turbine-outlet temperature to decrease rap-
idly and thus reduce the temperature-error signal to the coritrol. The 
signal reduction causes the control to stop the nozzle opening and,in 
some cases, actually to start closing the nozzle before the required 
area is obtained; the turbine-outlet temperature is driven over the 
limit and the cycle is again repeated but with diminishing magnit~de. 
The cycling is continued'until the proper nozzle area is reached. Am-
plitude of the oscillations may be reduced by changing the constants 
of the control system, but such a modification would make the control 
action slower. 
The period of oscillation depends on the time constant of the en-
gine and on the control-system constants. Because the engine time con-
stant (rotor inertia divided by change in torque for a given change in 
engine speed) increases with altitude, the period of each oscillation 
and thus the time to reach equilibrium is greater at altitude. This 
increase in duration of the oscillations with altitude is shown in fig-
ure 79,for both hot-streak and spontaneous ignition. With hot-streak 
ignition, the duration of the oscillations increased from about 7 to 
17 seconds as the altitude was increased from 30,000 to 50,000 feet. 
The duration of the unsteady operation was about 2 seconds longer with 
spontaneous ignition than with hot-streak ignition at altitudes of 
30,000 to 40,000 feet 'and was as much as 30 seconds longer at an alti-
tude of 50,000 feet. The greater length of time required for the con-
trol to stabilize engine operation following spontaneous ignition is 
due to the more violent manner in which the fuel is ignited. The high 
fuel-air ratios required to obtain spontaneous ignition, particularly 
at high altitude, are probably the main contributors to the violent ig-
nition of the fuel. 
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The time required for each phase of the starting sequence and·the 
total time consumed from throttle burst to stabilized afterburner oper-
ation at three altitudes and for both spontaneous and hot-streak igni-
tion are sU1Dll1arized in figllre 80. The time required for the complete 
starting sequence with hot-streak ignition increased .from l~ to 27 
seconds as the altitude increased from 30,000 ~o 50,000 feet. The same 
altitude variation increased the total starting time with spontaneous 
ignition from l6~ to 60 seconds. 
Of the total time for starting,. the time required to obtain preset 
fuel manifold pressure amounted to only about 2 seconds at an altitude 
of 30,000 feet, although as long as 8 seconds. were required at an alti-
tude of 50,000 feet. After the manifold pressure reached th.e preset 
value, only 1 to 2 seconds were required to obtain ignition with the 
hot-streak system, as compared to 4 to 6 seconds forspontalleous igni-
tion. Although ignition times significantly shorter than that provided 
by the hot-streak system cannot be expected, reductions in the time re- . 
quired to obtain a preset fuel man,ifold pressure would be obtainable by 
reducing the volume of the fuel lines that must be filled prior to each 
afterburner start . 
. As mentioned previously, the greatest portion of the starting time 
at each altitude is consumed in reaching equilibrium following ignition. 
Although the length of this stabilizing period is significant, it should 
be noted t~t the afterburner provides a substantial thrust increase 
shortly afterigni tioD. occurs. During the time that afterbm:l1er opera.,. 
tion is becoming stabilized, the thrust will be oscillatory. and may pe-:-
riodically equal or even exceed the final stabilized value. Because. 
the hot-streak system provided smoother ignition than did spolltaneous 
ignition, particularly at high altitudes, the oscillation was less se-
vere with the hot-streak system; consequently the time required to sta-
bilize operation was appreciably.shorter at all altitudes. 
EFFECTS OF DILUENTS ON P~RMANCE 
The combiried use of afterburniIlg and injection of refrigerants into 
the compressor or combustion chamber of a turbojet eIlgine may, as,dis-
cussed in reference 40, result in higher thrust augmentation than can. 
be achHwed by. either injection or afterburniIlg alone. The over .. all . 
augmentation ratio ideally obtainable with the combined systems 1s·ap-
proximately the product of the ratios obtainable from the individual 
systems. Experimental investigations of combined refrigerant injection 
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and afterburning are reported. in references 41 and 42. In· theseexperi-
ments, afterburning was combined with injection of ammonia or a water-
alcohol mixture. Alcohol is normally added to the water because it de-
presses the freezing point of the mixture and because it serves as a 
convenient source of the additional heat needed to vaporize the water.' 
Because a water-alcohol mixture provides appreciable gains in thrust 
only at moderately high inlet-air temperatures, tests with these fluids 
were confined to sea-level, zero-ram conditions. Ammonia injection, on 
the other hand, provides useful thrust gains at low ambient temperatures 
and, consequently, tests with ammonia injection were conducted at condi-
tions simulating flight above the tropopause at a Mach number of approx-
ima tely 1. 0 . 
In reference 41, augmentation ratios as high as 1.7 were obtained 
by combined water-alcohol injection and afterburning as compared to 
about 1.5 for afterburning alone and 1.22 for injection alone. In ref-
erence 42, appreciable thrust increases with combined ammonia injection 
and.afterburning over that obtainable with either system alone were dem-
onstrated. The thrust increases obtainable by the combined augmentation 
systems depend, however, on the coolant used, the characteristics of the 
engine, and the gas-:temperature limitations in the afterburner. Because 
of this dependence of thrust output on factors other than afterburner 
performance, the effect of the presence of the injected coolants (dilu-
ents) on the performance of the afterburner is discussed in this section 
with regard to operating limits and combustion efficiency of the after-
burner rather than with regard to thrust augmentation obtainable. . 
The afterburners used in the experiments (figs. 81 and 82) were 
representative of the best current design practices as discussed in 
other sections of this report. The afterburners were over 5 feet long 
and had two- or three-ring V-gutter flameholders with blockages of about 
35 percent. The fuel-injection systems were located to provide adequate 
mixing length. 
Effect of Water-Alcohol Injection 
In figure 83 are shown the effects of the presence of water and 
alcohol on the combustion efficiency and outlet-gas temperature of the 
afterburner. ~e mixture used was 30 percent alcohol and 70 percent 
water by volume; the alcohol was a blend of 50 percent ethyl and 50 
percent methyl alcohol. The value of fuel-air ratio presented in the 
figure is the weight ratio of fuel flOwing to the afterburner (includ-
ing alcohol not consumed in the engine combustors) to unburned air 
flowing to the afterburner. Values of equivalence ratio presented are 
based on total flow of all fuels (engine fuel, afterburner fuel, and 
alcohol) and total air flow. At each fuel-air ratio, or equivalence 
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ratio, increasing the flow of coolant decreases the combustion efficien-
cy .. These effects are particularly pronounced 'at the higher equivalence 
ratios. With an equivalence ratio of 0.93, the efflciencydecreases . 
more than 35 percent as the coolant-to-air ratio' increases froID. zero to 
0.072. The effects of water-alcohol injection on gas temperature are 
shown in figure 83(b).· Outlet temperature decreases 17 percent over the 
same range of coplant-to-air ratios. The temperature coUld not be in-
creased by raising theequi valence ratio beyond the value. of" O. 93 be-
cause the decrease in combustion efficiency offset the increase' in fuel' 
flow. The large reduction in combustion efficiency as water-alcohol 
flow is increased is probably due .to a reduction in reaction 'rate, as 
discussed in reference 43 . 
. The maximum equivalence ratios that could be used in the engine 
were limited by afterburner screech. The limits of stable combustion 
are shown in figure 84. The afterburner fuel-air ratio at which screech 
occurred was approximately constant over most of the coolant-flow· range 
and occurred at a value greater than the fuel-air ratio for maximum tem-
perature. The over-all equivalence ratio was also nearly constant over 
the range of injected flows. 
Although afterburner blow-out was not encountered in the full-scale 
work of reference 41, some small-scale combustor work reported in reter- . 
~ ~nce 44 indicates that for some burner designs, blow-out limits maybe 
affected by water injection. Results of blow-out. tests on a 6-inch-
diameter V-gutter combustor (from ref. 44) are shown in figure 85. Aft-
erburner equivalence ratio is plotted against the injected water-air ra-
tio. With the burner operating with JP-3 fuel, the possible range of 
operation decreases as water-air ratio increases, and operation ~s 
not possible at water-air ratios above 0.07. 
Also shown in figure 85 are operating points for a slurry fuel of 
60 percent magnesium (approximately 3-micron particle size) and 40 per-
cent JP-3 fuel. As indicated by the stable operation obtained at equiv-
alence ratios over 1.0 at water-air ratios as high as 0.15 .(limited only 
by water-pumping capacity), the effect of water injection on blow-out 
limits is eliminated in the practical range of water injection rates by 
the use of the slurry fuel. 
The small-scale-burner results with the slurry fuel have been par-
tially confirmed in a full-scale afterburner. Unpublished full-scale-
afterburner tests with a slurry of 50 percent magnesium and JP-4 fuel 
have shown that stable screech-free operation is possible with a water.;. 
air ratio of about 0.10 at stoichiometric f'uel-air'ratio in the 
afterburner. 
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Effect of Ammonia Injection 
The effect on combustion efficiency and outlet-gas temperature of 
ammonia injection in the afterburner of figure 82 is shown in figure 
86. In this afterburner, maximum combustion efficiency and highest gas 
temperature over the range of equivalence ratios covered occurred at an 
over-all.equivalence ratio of 1.0 for all ammonia flows .. Increasing 
the ammonia-air ratio decreased both the combustion efficiency and the 
maximum gas temperature. This effect, while quite small at an equiva-
lence ratio of 1.0, became much greater as the equivalence ratio was 
decreased. 
Although screech was not encountered during these tests, the effect 
of ammonia injection on blow-out limits shown in figure 87 was observed. 
At the higher ammonia-injection rates, the afterburner was operable over 
only a very narrow range of equivalence ratios. At ammonia-air ratios 
above 0.05, afterburner operation was not possible at any equivalence 
ratio. 
The relative effects of water and ammonia on afterburner combustion 
efficiency cannot be determined by direct comparison of the results be-
cause the tests were run on different afterburners with somewhat differ-
ent inlet conditions. It is probable that the superior performance of 
~, 
the afterburner of figure 82 with ammonia injection as compared to the ~ 
afterburner in figure 81 with water injection is due, at least in part, 
to its greater length. 
SHELL COOLING 
An important problem of afterburner design and operation .is that 
of obtaining sufficient cooling of the burner shell to ensure adequate 
service life with minimum penalty to aircraft performance. Although 
continual increases in aircraft performance and installation require-
ments have steadily increased the severity of this problem, operational 
gas temperatures of afterburners have always been such that some form 
of cooling was required. Many different methods of maintaining safe 
afterburner-shell temperatures have therefore been investigated since 
the first full-scale afterburner was operated over 10 years ago. 
Consideration is first given to typical distributions of gas: and 
shell temperatures in afterburners. Control of shell temperature by 
variations in the internal arrangement of flameholders or fuel-injection 
systems is then discussed, together with associated compromises in com~ 
bustion performance. Most extensively investigated has been the cooling 
of the afterb1ITner shell by maintaining an adjacent flow of relatively 
cool air or gas, either by passing turbine-discharge gas through an in-
ternal liner or external COOling air through an outer cooling shroud. -,!J 
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Included in the summary of this work is a.discussion of the local and 
over-all heat':'transfer coefficients wi thin the afterburner and presEm-
tation of a generalized cooling correlation equation. Finally, recent 
investigations of transpiration cooling, in which cooling air is passed 
through a porous afterburner shell, are summarized. 
Combustion-Gas and Shell Temperl3,ture.Distributions 
Longitudinal temperature pro~ile. - Data that indicate the-manner 
in which the bulk gas temper/3.ture varies along the length of an after-
burner are presented in figure 88. The data were actually obtained from 
ram-jet combustion chambers (ref. 45L but the flameholders and fuel 
systems used were similar to those of 9-fterburners. Applicability of . 
these data to an afterburner was also verified in reference 46 by analy-
sis of longitudinal distributions of static pressure. The data pre-
'sented cover length-diameter ratios between 5 and 8, a range which is 
representative of most full-scale afterburners. Afterburners outside 
this range of length values may, of course~ have different temperature 
patterns. 
The rates of increase in gas temperature are compared in the fig-
ure with a dashed curve that expresses the longitudinal temperature-
rise ratio as a sinusoidal f'unct~on of the burner-length fraction. 
(The symbols used in thi s section are defined in the' appendix. ) Under 
practical operating conditions for an afterburner, the measured and 
calculated values of temperature do not differ by more than 2000 F. 
This rather satisfactory agreement between the measured temperatures 
'3.nd the values given by the equation provides a very simple means of 
predicting the local rate of change of bUlk gas temperature along the 
burner length. 
As would perhaps be expected, the gas temperature increases most_ 
rapidly immediately downstream of the flameholder'and tends to level 
off near the exhaust nozzle. At a station midway between the, flame-
holder and the exhaust-nozzle outlet (a value cif x/L' = 0.5), the 
temperature rise is approximately three-fourths of it~ Tinal value. 
, In addition to these measurements of bulk gas temperature ,local 
gas temperatures 1/4 and 1/2 inch from the burner shell have been meas-
ured. The longitudinal profiles of these temperatures, as well as those 
of the shell itself, are presented in figure 89. In contrast to the 
rapid increase in bulk gas temperature downstream of the flameholder, 
the gradual spreading of the flame is such .that the gas temperatures 
near the shell do not start to rise rapidly until some distance down-
stream of the flameholder. .The gas tempera tl,lre 1/4 inch from the burn-
er shell is, in fact, essentially constant from the turbine outlet to a 
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point 24 inches downstream of the flameholder. This fairly constant gas 
temperature for the first 24 inches of bUrner length is repo~ted in, ,ref-
erence 47 to exist for several radial distributions of fuel-air ratio. 
The level of the shell temperatures shown in figure 89 is influ~ 
enced, of course, by the design of both the internal components ·ofthe 
'afterburner and the external cooling-air shroud that was used. The gen-
eral trend of these shell temperatures, however, follows that of the gas 
temperatures adjacent to.the burner shell. Special cooling of-the first 
foot or two of burner length is therefore not required Owing to the!il8.-
ture of the flame spreading from the flameholder.. Downstream of this 
point, however, the coolingl:'equirements increase rapidly. 
The data of figure 89 were all obtained at an exhaust-gas bulktem-
perature of·38110 R. Longitudinal profiles of shell temperature for 
three exhaust-gas temperatures are presented in figure 90; the trends 
are similar for the three temperature levels. 
Transverse gas-tempe;ratureprofiles. - Values of combustion gas " 
temperature measured across a diameter of a typical afterburner at a 
station 48 inches downstream of the flameholder are shown in figure 
91 for two values of exhaust-gas bulk temperature. The difference be-
tween the general level of the temperatures shown and the. exhaust-gas 
bulk temperature is due to continued combustion of fuel in the 2 feet 
of burner length aft of the measuring station. As the exhaust-gas bulk 
temperature was increased, the transverse gas-temperature profile be-
came higher and slightly broader, but did not increase appreciably near 
the burner shell. 
These data were obtained with a fairly typical radial distribution 
of fuel-a.ir ratio. As noted in reference 47, variations in the fuel- .. 
air-ratio distribution can have large effects on this transverse gas-
temperature profile. 
Circumferential shell-teinperature profiles. -The shell tempera-
turesmeasureq. atv13.rious locations around the circumference of an aft-
erburner near the exhaust nozzle have always been found to vary appre~ 
ciably. The difference between the .maxlinuIn and minimum shell tempera-
ture at a given station usually amounts to from 4000 to 5000 F and is 
frequently as grel;l.t as 6000 . F. When average shell temperatures are 
under discussion, which will. be the usual consideration herein, it must 
therefore be recognized thl;l.t maximum temperatures are from 2000 to 
3000 F higher. ' 
No real correlation has ever been found between the circumferelltial 
temperature pattern and the design of the burner:. The· circumferential 
variation in shell temperature is, however,related in reference 47 'to 
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internal gas-temperature variations rather tllan to external effects such 
as might be introduced by the cooling system of an engine installation. 
Furthermore, it has been found in many investigations toot a given aft-
erburner hoids its general temperature pattern over exter:l.ded periods of 
operation and at various gas-temperature levels. In figure 92(a) are 
presented two circumferential profiles of afterburner shell temperature, 
one obtained when the afterburner was fairly new and the other after it 
had 'been operated more than 9 hours. This operating time was. accumu-
lated by many separate runs over a period of several days. The shell 
temperature of this afterburner varied from a minimum of about 8000 F 
to a maximum of nearly 13000 F under the particular conditions of oper-
ation. The circumferential profiles differ by less than 2000 F for the 
two periods of operation. 
Two circumferential profiles of' shell teinperature measured in this 
afterburner at different exhaust-gas temperatures are presented in fig-
ure 92(b). Although the shell temperature is naturally higher for the 
higher gas temperature, the profile is similar for both gas-temperature 
levels. At the higher exhaust-gas temperature, the shell temperature is 
seen to vary from a low of 9200 F to a high of 15000 F. 
Control of Shell Temperature Through Changes in 
Burner Internal Geometry 
One method of preventing excessive shell temperatures is to so dis-
tribute the fuel injection and position the flameholding elements that 
no burning takes place near the outer shell. Although this method has 
been successfully applied in many cases where a high level of thrust 
augmentation is not required, it loses its effectiveness as higher gas 
temperatures, and consequently, more uniform fuel-air-ratio distribu-
tions, are desired. The problem thus becomes.one of compromise in de-
sign, to evaluate the gains in cooling against the associated perform-
ance losses. Although quantitative data are not available to completely 
define this choice, some information is availableiri which either the 
fuel-injection pattern or the flameholders were independently varied'and 
that provides at least a qualitative picture of their influence on shell 
temperatures and performance. 
Distribution of fuel injection. - The effects of a radial shift in 
the location of fuel injection away from the afterburner shell on shell 
temperature and combustion efficiency are shown in figure 93. The aft-
erburner used for these tests had radial fuel-spray bars and a two-
gutter flameholder of 30-percent blockage with a radial clearance of 2i 
inches between the outer gutter and the afterburner shell. No cooling 
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liner was used. Two comparative patter~s of radial fuel distribution 
are sketched in figure 93(a). For configuration A, the fuel orifices 
covered the inner 70 percent of diffuser annulus area; while for con-
figuration B, the fuel orifices were confined to the inner 40 percent 
of annular area. With the fuel so confined to the inner section of 
the burner, the shell temperatures were 1000 Flower at the higher 
exhaust-gas temperatures. As shown in figure 93(b) , however" combus-
tion efficiency of configuration B was considerably below that of con-
figuration A for gas temperatures above 300()0 R. Thus, while the shell 
temperatures could be. significantly reduc.ed by this shift in fuel dis-
tribution, simultaneous losses in combustion performance are likely for 
high fuel-air-ratio levels of operation. It is nonetheless noteW'ortpy 
that, if, for e:xarp.ple, a gas temperature of bnly 28000 R were desired, 
the radial shift in fuel distribution would provide a 750 reduction in 
shell temperature without appreciable loss in efficiency. 
S~ilar results were noted in reference 11, which reports that a 
shift in the fuel orifices away from the burner shell reduced the shell 
temperatures by some 300 F. The altitude limit of this afterburner, 
which operated in the fuel-air-ratio range of 0.05 to 0.06, was, how-
ever, reduced from 54,000 to 50,000 feet by the inward shift in fuel 
distribution. 
Some additional data on shell temperatures with various fuel dis-
tributions are presented in figure 94. In the upper part of the figure 
are illustrated the approximate radial distribution of fuel,with con-
figuration A approximately uniform, configuration B with fuel towards 
the.()utershell, and configuration C with fuel towards the center of 
the burner. The longitudinal distributions of shell temperature, shown 
in the lower part of the figure, are for an average exhaust-gas temper-
atureof 32300 R.Even at this relatively low temperature, the shell 
temperatures differed appreciably at the downstream end of the burner. 
With more fuel near the outer wall (configuration B), the shell.temper-
atures were about 2000 F above those with ~he uniform injection (con-
figuration A) and about 3000 F above those with the fuel near the center 
of the burner (configuration C). This 'variation in fuel distribution 
also had an appreciable effect on the combustion performance. Configu-
ration B was characterized by rough burning and the combustion efficien-
cy was about 8 percent lower than that of either configuration A or C at 
a fuel-air ratio of about 0.04 and a burner-inlet pressure of 1400 
pounds per square foot. Although the combustion efficiency at these 
conditions was approximately the same for both configurations A and C 
(about 95 percent), the maximum temperature that couid be reached by 
configuration C was only 32500 R as compared to 3700° R for config ra-
tion A. 
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The effect that the fuel distribution has on afterburner shell tem-
peratures may be influenced not only by the location of the fuel injec-
tion orifices themselves but also by the aerodynamic characteristics of' 
the fl.ow in. the diffuser. A particularly strikingexampl.e of thisef-
fect is described in reference 11. Reduction in whirl of the gases 
leaving the turbine from about 300 to 100 R by the addition of turning 
vanes and vortex generators at the turbine' outlet decreased the shell 
temperatures between 800 and 1200 F at an exhaust-gas .temperature of 
31000 R. Even greater reductions were considered possible at higher 
gas temperatures. Th:i,s reduction in shell temperature by elimination 
of turbine-outlet whirl was attributed to both the decreased tendency 
of the fuel to centrifuge toward the outer shell andto·the increased 
thickness of the boundary layer at the outer shell. 
Distribution of flameholdingelements. - Increasing clearance be-
tween the outer gutter of the flameholder and. the burner shell obviously 
cannot be aceomp'lished without attendant changes in the gutter width; 
blocked area, or number of rings. An isolated effect is therefore riot 
possible. One set of data in which the radial clearance 'was increased 
from2~ to ~ inches, together with an attendant ihcrease in both gut-
ter width and blocked area, is presented in figure 95. The shell tem-
peratures at the burner-outlet station (fig. 95(a) were reduced between 
500 and 1000 F with this increase in radial clearance. The combustion 
efficiency (fig. 95(b») also increased somewhat with increase in radial 
clearance. 'This increase in efficiency cannot be attrIbuted. to the 
change in clearance dimension, but rather to the increases in gutter 
width and in'blockage of the flameholder and possibly to a better aline-
ment of the flame-seat area with the fuel-distribution pattern. Inany 
event, .it is apparent that although no general rules may be stated,· some 
alleviation of the cooling problem may frequently be possible· by after-' 
ation of the internal geometry of the burner without sacrifice in 
performance. 
Use of Inner Liner 
Use of an inner liner was one of the first methods used to maintain 
the shell of an afterburner at safe temperature levels.' Inner liners .. 
are currently finding application in many production engines, frequently 
in tl;!.e same basic form as first used at the Lewis laboratory'in 1948. A 
photograph of one of these ,early liners is presented in figure 96. The 
liner usually extends from the flameholder station tothe'exhaust-nozzle 
inlet or, in some cases, terminates wi thin the convergent secti'on ~of the 
nozzle. A radial clearance, usuallyl/2 inch, is provided 'between the 
liner and outer shell of the afterburner through which 6to 8 percent of· 
the turbine-exhaust gases are pumped by virtue of' the momentU1l1:pressure 
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drop of combustion. The liners have commonly been made of O. 063.-inch 
sheet Inconel. Attachment to the outer shell must be made in a manner 
that will permit expansion in both axial and circumferential directions; 
one type that has been successfully used is illustrated in the insert of 
figure 96. 
Outer-shell temperatures of afterburners equipped with inner .liners 
are presented in referenc'es 1, 11, and 48. All available comparative 
data are presented in figure 97. In this figure, the average tempera:... 
ture of the outer shell and the inner liner at the exhaust-nozzle inlet 
are plotted against the exhaust-gas bulk temperature. The curve for the 
temperature of the inner liner was, in the absence of sufficient experi-
mental data, computed from the cooling correlation equation of reference 
46, to be discussed subsequently. In this calculation, 6 percent of the 
exhaust gas was assumed to flow through the liner. Agreement with the 
single data point available (actually obtained from a cross plot of many 
data points presented in ref. 1) is very good. 
As noted.in the figure legend, the three afterburners for which 
shell temperatures are presented were of about the same length and were 
operating at about the same turbine-outlet temperature. No external 
cooling shroud or insulation was used around the afterburners; all were 
installed bare in the open test chamber or wind tunnel' test section. No 
p~rticular effort was made to pass cooling air over the burner, but the 
test compartment was sufficiently ventilated to maintain an ambient tem-
,perature of the order of 1000 F to protect instrumentation and other 
, equipment. 
The outer-shell temperatures of the three afterburners show remark-
able agreement. Shell temperatures are seen to increase from about 
8000 F at an exhaust-gas temperature of 20000 R to slightly under 
12000 F for a gas temperature of 35000 R. An average liner temperature 
of 18500 F at the downstream end is indicated for an exhaust-gas temper-
ature of 35000 R. Although the liner has lost much of its strength at 
these high temperatures, it is not highly stressed and satisfactory life 
has usually been experienced. If the liner supports permit thermal ex-
pansion in both longitudinal and circumferential directions, the liners 
were usually in a satisfactory condition after as much as 40 or 50 hours 
. of afterburner operation. 
The temperature of the outer shell of an afterburner in an act~al 
aircraft installation may, of course, differ appreciably from the val-
ues of figure 97, if the afterburner is either insulated or provided 
with external cooling. Some idea of the effect of an iimer liner on 
the outer-shell temperature may, however; be obtained by comparisop-' of 
shell temperatures of a given afterburner both with arid without a' liner. 
Such a comparison is presented in figUre 98 for two different afterburn-
ers. For exhaust-gas temperatures of 30000 to 3500° R, the shell tem- J 
perature is reduced about 1500 F by installation of the inner liner. 
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~:, The use ofa ceramic coating to reduce absorption of radiant energy 
by :the afterburner, shell has been considered for many years. ManY ce~. 
ramic coatings, such as the painted coating of Uverite mentioned,in ref~ 
erence 49, possess absorptivities that are only one~eighth to one~tent:h 
those of steel at typical shell temperatures. Simple heat~transfer cal~ 
culations indicate that this reduction in absorptivity should reduce the 
sheJ..l temperature about 1000. F for nonluminous"radiation and. ,150°' to' 
2000 F for luminous radiation at gas temperatures of 35000 R .Experi-
mental verification of these temperature ;r-eductions has, however, been 
difficult, toobtain.Tb.e principal difficulty of experimental ve:dfica-
tionis that either two different afterburners must be tested or asiri-
gle,ai'terburner must be disassembled for subsequent coating and that the 
normal variation of shell temperature from one·a.fterburner'to another 
obscures the effects of the coating. 
One interesting approach to this problem. was the use of a 4-percent 
solution of ethyl silicate in the fuel (ref. 8). During operation of 
the engine with this fuel, a thin frosty coating having a- milky appear-, 
ance formed on the inside of the shell. Presented in figure '99 are some 
shell temperatures observed during,a sequence comprising operation with' 
the standard fuel (gasoline), with the ethYl silicate additions, and ' 
with the standard fuel; temperatures during the 'Second period of 
standard-fuel operation were observed 15 iliinutes :afterstart of the pe-
riod. ,The shell temperature was 700 to 1000F lower than the starting 
value, both during use of the ethyl silicate and for a period of,at 
least 15 minutes after operation on clear fuel was resumed. Data are 
not available to establish how long this coating may be effective or the 
effect of operating transients on stability of the coating. ". 
Forced Convection Cooling by External Air Shroud 
'In addition to the use of an inner liner, or properly designed , 
fuel-injection systems and flameholders previously discussed, 'most aft..;., 
erburhers are also provided with an external air shroud, through Which 
is pas,~ed either ram air or compressor bleed air.' Because information 
upon which to base the design of annular cooling systemsforsmali- . 
length-diameter-ratio chambers containing radiant gases was "not avail-
able in the heat-transfer, literature, an inve,stigation of such COOling 
systems was conducted by the NACA some three. years ago.Thisinves-ti~ 
gation is reported in references 46, 47, and 50, and some of the saii-
ent results are sUlIll'narized in the followingJ;>aragraphs. 
Inside, heat-transfer coefficient. - The convective heat":tranSfer, 
coefficient he at the.noz;zle,..inletstation is'plotted inthe.usual' 
"~L .' , . 
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manner in figure 100. This heat-transfer coefficient was obtained by 
subtracting the contribution of radiation, utilizing published emis-
sivities and absorptivities, from the measured heat-flow rate through 
the burner shell and dividing by the applicable temperature difference. 
The fluid properties appearing in the various dimensionless parameters 
were evaluated at the film conditions. The symbols used are defined in 
the appendix; 
The correlation represented by the line drawn in the plot and ex-
pressed by the inserted equation is that given in reference 51 for air 
in smooth tubes at high temperatures. The present data agree with this 
line within .±a.15. As is pointed out in reference 50, this agreement 
between the ,present data and that of reference 51 is probably the re-
sult of the similarity of the transverse temperature profiles of the 
afterburner with those of fully developed turbulent flow in pipes. 
The heat-transfer coefficient of figure 100 is, as previously men-
tioned, for convective heat transfer. To obtain the total inside coef-
ficient, the contribution of radiant heat transfer is added to this co-
efficient. The'magnitude of this radiation will, of course, depend on 
the pressure level in the burner and the operating fu~l-air~! ratio, that 
is, whether the rad.iation is predominqntly luminous of nonl~inous .~~,.The 
present data were obtained over a range of pressures from 750 to 1400 
pounds per square foot absolute and the flame was translucent, varying 
from a light blue-violet to turquoise with no yellow luminosity. The 
flame was therefore nonluminous. 
The combined inside heat-transfer coefficient for a burner-inlet 
pressure of 1400 pounds per square foot absolute is plotted in figure 
101 against the distance downstream from the flameholder, with the dif-
ference between the gas and shell temperatures as a parameter. Typical 
operating lines for two different outlet gas temperatures are superim-
posed on this map. Along the operating lines, the combined coefficient 
hcr decreases from about 22 to a minimum of 17 at the midpoint of the' 
afterburner and then increases to about 26 at the end of the afterburn-
er. Because radiation'is slight in the'upstream portion of the burner, 
the combined coefficient' qecreases in this section in much the same man-
ner that the convective coefficient does in the entrance section of a 
pipe before fully developed turbulent flow is established~ The subse-
quent,increase in the cdmbined coefficient is due to increases both in 
th~ nonluminous radiation and in the convective coefficient as the tem-
perature gradients near the wall increase. As is discussed lat,er, the 
radiant heat-transfer coefficient at the downstream end of the burner 
was about one-fourth of the combined coefficient. 
Over-all heat":'transfer coefficient. - The measured over-all heat-
transfer coefficient,including both the outside-shell coefficient ad"; 
jacentto the cooling air (which may be computed from information in the 
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heat-transfer literature} and the combined inside coefficient, is pre-
sented in figure 102. This plot is similar to that of figure 101, with 
burner length as the abscissa, temperature difference from gas to shell 
as a parameter, and with typical operating lines superimposed for two 
exhaust-gas temperatures. The longitudinal variation of this over-all 
coefficient is similar to that of the comb.ined inside coefficient hcr 
because the controlling resistance to heat transfer is that of the in-
side film. 
The relative magnitudes of the various heat-transfer coefficients 
at the exhaust-nozzle inlet station and for a gas-to-shell temperature 
difference of 16000 F are indicated for some typical operating condi-
tions in the follOwing table: 
Burner-inlet Heat-transfer coefficient, 
static pressure, Btu/(br)(OF)(sq ft) 
Ib/sq ft abs Qonvective Radiation Combined Over-all 
in~ide 
850 12.3 4.2 16.5 11.5 
1400 18.5 6.0 24.5 17.5 
The heat transferred by nonluminous radiation was about one-fourth 
of the total heat transferred to the shell for the conditions investi-
gated. The presence of luminous radiation, which is usually observed 
in afterburners operating at high gas temperatures and at combustion 
chamber pressures of two atmospheres or higher, would obviously consid-
erably increase the amount of heat radiated. Additional research is, 
however, necessary to establish the magnitude of the luminous radiation 
under these conditions and to formulate convenient methods for its pre-
\ diction. The over-all heat-transfer coefficient was approximately 0.7 
of the combined inside heat-transfer coefficlent. 
Cooling correlation equation. - To provide a convenient and rapid 
method of calculating the shell temperature of an afterburner from com-
monly known performance parameters, a semiempirical correlation equation 
is deri.ved in reference 46. The form of the equation was analytically 
derived, and data from references 47 and 50 were used to evaluate the 
constants in the equation. The final plot of this evaluation, which de-' 
termines the correlation equation, is presented in figure 103. For 
convenience, the equation is repeated: 
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outlet cooling-air temperature, ~ 
bulk temperature of combustion gas at exhaust-nozzle inlet, ,~ 
average shell temperature at exhaust-nozzle inlet, ~ 
cooling-air flow, lb/sec 
combustion-gas flow, ,lb/sec 
This equation relates the average shell temperature at the down-
stream end of the combustor to the outlet gas temperature, the outlet 
cooling-air temperature, and the mass-flow ratio of cooling air to com-
bustion gas. As previously ,noted, the maximum shell temperature will 
usually be from 2000 to 3000 F higher than these average temperatures. 
The pertinent dimensions of the afterburner used to establish this cor-
relation were a length of 5 feet, an internal diameter of 26 inches, 
and a cooling-passage height of 1/2 inch. Charts for determining the 
outlet-air temperature Ta ,2 from the more commonly known inlet-air 
temperature and other known parameters are presented in reference 46. 
The equation has, of course, the limitations regarding the relative 
influence of convective and radiant heat transfer discussed previously. ' 
It also was obtained from ariafterburner with essentially one fuel-air-
ratio distribution; although, as discussed in reference 46, changes in 
fuel-air distribution sufficient to cause marked deviation from the 
equation resulted in poor combustion performance. The equation may be 
considered a good approximation for presen:t types of afterburners with-
out an inner liner' up to gas temperatures of 35000 R at flight condi-' 
tions where luminous radiation is not significant. The deviation of 
shell temperature from the correlation values for either afterburners 
with an inner liner or those specially deSigned for maximum thrust 
(high-:-temperature afterburners) is illustrated later herein. ' 
An indication of the degree to which the correlation equation ac-
counts for the effect of ,all significant variables is presented in fig-' 
ure 104 in which values of shell temperature computed from the eq'llation 
are plotted against measured temperatures. PririCipal variables covered, 
by the tests included exhaust-gas temperatures from 28500 to '35000 R, " 
pressures from 850 to 1400 pounds per square foot absolut,e, cooling-air 
mass-flow ratios from 0.067 to 0.191, inlet cooling-air temperatures 
from 5000 to 15870 R, and afterburner-inlet temperatures from 13400 to 
16300 R. Agreement between the 'measured and calculated values of shell 
temperature is within :50Q R. 
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For convenience, the shell temperatures computed by the correlation 
equation are plotted in figure 105 against the coolant-flow ratio, for a 
range of exhaust-gas temperatures at an inlet cooling-air temperature of 
800 f~ This plot shows, for example, that an average shell temperature 
of 15000 F would be obtained for a coolant mass-flow ratio of 0.08 and a 
gas temperature of 35000 R. Doubling the coolant flow ratio (to 0.16) 
would decrease the shell temperatures about 3500 F, to 11500 F. For 
. most of the region of practical interest, the shell temperature is 
~ changed by 2500 to 3000 F for a 5000 R change in gas temperature, other 
-.J 
~ conditions remaining constant. 
Shell temperatures computed from the correlation equation are com-
pared with measured temperatures from several afterburners in figure 
106. The measured temperatures are superimposed on the computed curves 
presented in figure 105. To represent an extreme set of conditions, 
data are presented for two high-temperature afterburners (refs. 8 and 
19) and for a moderate-t~perature afterburner fitted with an inner 
liner (ref. 52). 'The high-temperature burners of references 8 and 19 
were operated at a burner-inlet pressure of 2450 and 1800 pounds per 
square foot absolute, respectively; with both,considerable,effortwas 
made to achieve the very uniform fuel-air distribution necessary to burn 
all the turbine-exhaust gases and thus reach high bulk gas temperatures. 
For the afterburner with the inner liner, the shell temperatures 
are 2000 to 3000 F lower than predicted by the correlation equation. 
As previously discussed, the largest part of this difference may be 
attributed to the liner itself. Shell temperatures of the high- ) 
temperature afterburners are some 2500 to 3000 F higher than predicted 
by the equation; a cooling-air flow 30 to 40 percent greater than that 
computed would be required to maintain the same shell temperatures. 
This difference is undoubtedly largely due to the injection of fuel 
closer to the shell of the high-temperature afterburners than was the 
case for the afterburner of the correlation equation, and possibly due 
to the greater contribution of radiant heat transfer at the somewhat 
higher pressure level of operation. In any event, the correlation equa-
tion appears to be fairly accurate for conventional afterburners operat-
ing at gas temperatures up to 35000 R at pressures up to 1 atmosphere; 
in more extreme cases, such as those illustr~ted in figure 106,devia-
tions in shell temperature of up to 2000 to 3000 F may be expected. 
Transpiration Cooling 
To avoid the considerable losses in net thrust resulting from the 
large amounts of cooling air required for high~temperature afterburners 
at supersonic flight conditions, more effective cooling by means of 
transpiration, or air passage through porous walls, has been investiga-
• ted. In this type of cooling, the cooling air is allowed to pass through 
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a porous wall that forms the afterburner shell, thus providing both an 
intimate contact of the cooling air with the burner shell and a con-
stantly replenished insulating layer of cool air on the inside surface 
of the shell. A preliminary investigation of this method of cooling an 
afterburner with a sintered porous stainless steel shell is reported in 
reference 53. Although promising cooling characteristics were obtained, 
the sintered material that was used was considered unsatisfactory from 
the standpoint of strength, control of permeability, and fabrication 
difficulties. Although sintered materials of considerably improved. 
characteristics have since been developed, their unavailability at the 
time lead to the choice of a wire cloth material for the subsequent in-
vestigations reported in references 54 and 55. 
The wire cloth used was Monel 21 x 70 twilled Dutch weave that was 
sprayed with silver solder and brazed and rolled to a 35-percent reduc-
tion in thickness for control of permeability. The burner shell was 
formed by spot-welding strips of this cloth to a structural framework. 
The various channels of wire cloth formed in this manner, which were 4 
inches wide , and about 1/2 inch deep and extended the length of "the burn-
er, are apparent in the photographs of figure 107. After initial oper-· 
ation, the channels were bulged between 1/4 and 3/8 inch at the midspan, 
a result which reduced the tensile stresses caused by the pressure 
forces. This burner shell successfully withstood the pressure surges of 
a number of afterburner starts as well as the usual pulsations during 
normal steady-state operation. Air-flow calibrations taken during the 
investigation (afterburning operation of 4 hours and 10 minutes) re-
vealed no discernable variation with time. 
Typical longitudinal profiles of temperature and pressure for a 
given exhaust-gas temperature and coolant-flow ratio are shown in fig-
ure lOS. Temperature profiles for the combustion gas, the afterburner 
porous wall, and the cooling air are shown in figure 10S(a). Data for 
the porous wall and the cooling-air temperature are presented for the 
hottest and coolest of the 20 separate channels. A considerable dif-
ference in temperature between these two channels was obtained, largely 
because of a nonuniform pressure distribution from the inlet plenum 
chamber that wa$used. It is believed that a better plenum chamber, 
the addition of cross-flow holes in the structural angles that supported 
the wire cloth, or a better selection of wall permeability would have 
largely eliminated these temperature variations. On the average, the 
wall temperature did not increase a great deal along the length of the' 
burner but rather tended to follow the nearly constant temperature of 
the cooling air. 
The pressure of the cooling air in one channel and the combustion 
gas pressure are shown in figure 108("0). The cooling-air pressure rises 
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along the length of the channel because of the deceleration of the flow 
-&'. associated with the continuous bleeding of air through .the shell. The 
gas pressure decreases along the length of the burner because of the in-
ternal pressure drop of the afterburner, thus providing an increasing 
pressure differential along the wall. The single curve of figurelOS(c) 
shows that the longitudinal addition of cooling air into the slightly 
tapered burner was nearly linear. 
To permit application of these data to other afterburners or other 
operating conditions, a correlation is presented in reference 55 that is 
summarized in figure 109. In this correlation, the temperature-
difference ratio (Ts ,7, - Ta ,l)/(Tg ,7, - Ta ,7,) is plotted against the 
coolant-flow ratio (PV)a!(PU)g for constant values of bulk Reynolds 
number. The length used in the Reynolds number is the distance from the 
leading or upstream edge of the porous wall. Consequently, the 
temperature-difference ratios and the coolant-flow ratios are local val-
ues corresponding to the local Reynolds numbers. The quantity (PU)g 
was assumed identical to the local one-dimensional value.of total weight 
flow per unit of combustion-chamber flow area. The porous-wall temper-
ature Ts ,7, was measured on the cooling-air side of the wire cloth, but 
can be considered practically to represent the temperature on the hot-
gas side because of the small difference in measured temperatures across 
the wire cloth. 
The correlation presented in figure 109 includes data from both. the 
hottest and coolest channels; these data define a single curve fora 
given Reynolds number. For coolant-flow ratios less than about 0.007, 
-the Reynolds number has no effect on the correlation. 'For higher 
coolant-flow. ratios, however, the temperature-difference ratio, and 
hence the wall temperature for fixed cooling-air and gas temperatures,· 
decreases as the Reynolds number is increased. A partial comparison of' 
this correlation with the approx1matetheories of references 56 and 57 
is presented in reference 55. ' 
The coolant-flow ratio (PV)a/(pU)g' or more specifically the cool-
ant flow (pV)a' is a function of the permeability of the wire cloth a~d 
the pressure difference across the cloth. Information relating the de-
sign and fabrication of the cloth to its permeability is presented in 
reference 54. This information, together with the correlation of fig-
ure 109, permits determination of porous-wall temperatures of an after-
burner for various values of total, or over-all, coolant-flow ratio 
Wa/Wg' The results of a sample calculation are presented in figure 110, 
together with comparative curves for conventional forced-convection 
cooling. 
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Because the longitudinal profiles of both the-static pressure of 
the cooling air and the combustion gas are functions of flight condi-
tion, the temperature curves obtained for transpiration cooling vary 
somewhat from one flight condition to another. As discussed in refer-
ence 55, however, these variations are small and the curves presented 
in figure 110 may be considered representative of operation of a typi-
cal, present-day turbojet engine operating over a range of flight speeds 
between Mach numbers of zero and 2.0. The operable range of transpira-
tion cooling is limited by the allowable pressure drop across the porous 
wall. As an example, the upper tick on each curve corresponds to an as-
sumed minimum pressure drop across the wall of 1 pound per square inch 
at the leading edge. The lower tick corresponds to an assumed maximum 
pressure drop of 6 pounds per square inch at the trailing edge. Because 
of these limits on wall pressure drop, together with the drop in 
combustion-chamber pressure along the length of the burner, the cooling-
air pressure must be accurately controlled. 
The maximum temperature limit for the porous cloth that was used 
was about 9500 F because of oxidation of the brazing alloy. With a 
temperature margin of 2000 F allowed for normal circumferential vari-
ations in gas temperature and random variations in permeability of the 
cloth, a safe operating temperature of 7500 F may be used for the pres-
ent material. Reference to the curves of figure 110 shows that this 
wall temperature could be maintained with a coolant-flow ratio of 0.033 
for a gas temperature of 37000 R and an inlet cooling-air temperature 
of 2000 to 2500 F. For a maximum operating temperature of 14000 F for 
a forced-convection-cooled shell of stainless steel, a coolant-flowra-
tio of 0.15 woul~ be required for forced-convection cooling at the same 
gas temperature. Cooling-air requirements for a transpiration-cooled 
afterburner wall are thus of the order of one-fifth those required for 
a convection-cooled shell. Even lower cooling-air flow rates and, of 
perhaps more importance, higher permissible shell temperatures and re-
laxation of air-pressure control requirements for transpiration cooling 
may be expected from several possible improvements in design~nd mate~ 
rials. These improvements would include closer .quality control of wall 
permeability, the use qf stainless steel or Inconei instead of Monel 
wires, the use of high-temperature brazing alloys, ahd methods of con-
struction that would provide a more uniform circumferential distribution 
of cooling air and a somewhat higher pressure d,rop across the wall. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Burner":Inlet Diffusers 
. Typical afterburner-inlet diffusers produce varying degrees of non-
uniformity in the velocity profile at the burner inlet, with high veloc-
ities near the outer wall in the region of the flameholders and lower 
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velocities in the center of the burner. Because the gas velocity at the 
flameholder is usually limited by combustion considerations,the allow-
able average burner-inlet velocity, and hence the burner diameter, is 
largely a function of the uniformity of this velocity profile. One of 
the most significant diffuser design variables affecting the outlet ve-
locity distri-bution is burner length.' Although data are not available 
to provide detailed design rules, several investigations have demon-
stratedthat increasing diffuser length results in a more uniform velocity 
profile, but with some increase in pressure loss. For a diffuser area 
ratio of about 2.0, a length-to-outlet diameter ratio of 1.0 should pro-
vide.a velocity profile suitable for achieving good combustion perform-
anceat high altitude for an average burner-inlet veloCity of 450 to 500 
feet per second. With a length-diameter ratio of 2.0 and an area ratio 
of 1.5, the velocity profile should be sufficiently uniform to provide 
an average burner-inlet velocity of'over 0.9 of. the velocity in the 
flame holder region. The shape of the diffuser inner body has no appre-
ciable effect on afterburner performance. Vortex generators provide 
small improvements in diffuser velocity profile, but other flow control 
devices such as annular vanes and splitter ducts have not been success-
fully applied. Afterburner-inlet whirl has a negligible effect on com-
bustion efficiency but may lead to burning in the wakes of support struts 
and attendant overheating and warping of adjacent parts of the diffuser. 
Turbine-outlet whirl may be reduced to acceptable values by relatively 
simple straightening vanes. 
Fuel-Injection Systems 
To obtain high combustion efficiency at moderate~to-high over-all· 
fuel-air ratios, the fuel-injection system of an afterburner must pro-
vide a uniform fuel-air-ratio distribution across the burner in both a 
radial and a circumferential direction. If maximum efficiency isre-
quired'at fuel-air ratios of 0.055 to 0.060, for example, themea.n devi-
ation of local Nel-air ratio must be less ,than 10 percent of· the aver-. 
age value. If a maximum combustion efficiency at low fuel-air ratios 
is deSired, the fuel distribution should be nonuniform. With the usual 
type of circular-gutter flameholder, this nonuniformity, or the locally 
rich regions, should be oriented in a radial rather than in a circumfer-
ential direction. The radial fuel..;air-ratio distribution provided by a 
fuel-injection system can be predicted with .satisfactory accuracy by 
simple considerations of the radial proportionment of the injected fuel 
and gas flow. The uniformity of the circumferential pattern of fuel-air 
ratio will depend on both the spacing of the ra.dial fuel-spray bars and 
the penetration characteristics of the fuel jet across the gas stream. 
The penetration characteristics of fuel jets in afterburners appears to 
be between those of pure liquid jets and those of air jets, with the 
relative position depending on the factors that influence the rate of 
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fuel vaporization. To obtain a uniform circumferential fuel-air-ratio 
distribution, the spray bars should be no more than 3 inches apart at 
the burner shell if the gas velocities are high (500 to 600 ft/sec). 
For lower gas velocities, the spray-bar spacing may be increased some-
what, provided that the fuel orifices are at least 0.030 inch indiame-
ter. Highest combustion efficiency at high fuel-air ratios is obtained 
with fuel injected in a direction transverse to the gas stream, and with 
a mixing distance of at least 12 to 15 inches between the point of in-
jection and the flameholder. 
Flameholder Design 
Of the cross-sectional gutter shapes investigated, all provided 
about the same combustion performance except theU-shaped gutter, which 
was inferior in both combustion efficiency and blow-out limits. The num-
ber, arrangement, and size of flameholder gutters are important design 
1 ' ' 
factors. Gutter widths of approximately 12 inches are necessary for 
good combustion at inlet pressures of 600 to 1000 pounds per square foot 
absolute, although smaller gutters are satisfactory at higher pressures. 
At low and intermediate pressure, three-gutter flameholders appear to be 
superior to one- or two-gutter flameholders. In order to provide a suf-
ficient number of gutters of adequate width to give 'good flaInestability 
and good efficiency at low pressures (below 1000 lb/sq ft abs), flame-
holder blockage should be at least 30 percent. Gains in efficiency by 
increasing blockage above 30 or 35 percent appear to be negligible. Ra-. 
dial gutters that interconnect the annular gutters have a favorable ef-
fect on low-pressure blow-out limits. Although the pressure drop across 
a flameholder increases rapidly with increasing velOCity and blockage, 
the isothermal pressure drop of typical installations, having 30 to 35 
percent blockage and for velocities from 400 to '600 feet per second, is 
only of the order of 1 to 2 percent of the inlet pressure. Both the 
isothermal and burning pressure drop may be calculated with good 
accuracy. 
Combustion Space 
For afterburners designed to operate at high-altitude con~tions, 
an increase in afterburner length from 30 to 50 inches provides a large 
increase in combustion efficiency for various conditions of fuel~air 
ratio, inlet pressure, inlet velocity, and inlet temperature. Gains in 
performance by increasing the length beyond 5 feet were, however, small. 
The effect of shell.taper was found, in the one case investigated, to be 
nearly the same as reducing the length of a cylindrical afterburner by 
an amount providing the same reduction in burner volume; thus the, effect 
of shell taper may be latge for short lengths and relatively minor for , .w 
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long lengths. Reducing the diameter of the f'lameholder relative' to the 
burner shell, Which reduces the combustion volume by increasing the dis-
tance for the flame front to reach the shell and hence fill the combus-
tor, was found to ,decrease the combustor efficiency significantly. For 
low-inlet-velocityand high-inlet-pressure conditions, such as for an-
afterburner intended only for take-off, considerable reductions in burn-
er length are possible. Good take-off thrust augmentation, of' the order 
of 40 percent, was obtainable in a lbw-pressure-drop afterburner with a 
length of only 20 to 30 inches. 
Combustion Instability (Screech) 
The origin and basic mechanism of combustion screech in afterburn-
ers, a destructive, high-frequency, high-amplitude pressure oscillation, ~ 
are not known.' Dependance of the occurrence of screeching combustion on 
the design of the inlet diffuser and of the flameholder suggests that it 
is as.sociated with the aerodynamics of the flow approaching. the burning 
region as well as with the combustion process itself. The pressure os-
cillations that occur with screech have been identified as a transverse 
oscillation of between the first and fourth mode. This identification 
of the mode of oscillation has led to the successful use of perforated 
cylindrical liners for the prevention or elimination of screeching com-
bustion. These perforated liners, which are located about 3/4 inch in-
side the burner shell and extend. at least 60 percent of the combustion 
chamber length, have eliminated screech in all afterburners investigated 
over the full operable range of fuel-air ratio and for pressures up to 
6500 pounds per square foot absolute. 
Ignition, Starting, and Transient Performance 
The complete starting cycle' of an afterburner consists of filling 
the fuel pipes and manifolds with fuel, igniting the fuel, and estab-
lishing equilibrium engine~afterburner operation. The time required 
to accelerate the fuel pump from rest and reach the operating fUel-
manifold pressure increased from 2 to 9 seconds as altitude was in-
creased from 30,000 to 50,000 feet for two typical afterburner instal-
lations. Ignition of the fuel by means of a spark plug is unreliable, 
and spontaneous ignition, While successful and consistent in some aft-
erburners, cannot be considered a generally reliable method. Hot-streak 
ignition, which produces a torch of flame into the afterburner by' momen-
tary augmentation of fuel flow to a primary combustor, has been very 
successful in many types of afterburners. 'n1e time required to obtain 
ignition by this method varies from 1 to 3 seconds. The greatest length 
of time in the complete starting cycle is involved in establishing 'equi-
librium operation of the engine-afterburner combination following igrii-
tion of the fuel. With a representative current control system, the 
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time required for oscillations in the exhaust-nozzle area, the primary 
engine fuel flow, and other engine variables to reach their ,final steaay-
state values increased from 11 to 27 l sedonds as altitude wasincrease'd 
from 30,000 to 50,000 feet. 
Effect of Diluents on Performance 
Injection of a water-alcohol mixture or ammonia into, the compressor 
or combustor of the engine to obtain high thrust augmentation has been 
found to have a detrimental effect on the combustion performance of aft-
erburners. Large decreases in the combustion efficiency and maximum 
outlet-gas temperature occur as the water-alcohol injection rate is in-
creased, particularly for high over-all equivalence ratios. Both small-
scale work and some full-scale afterburner experience indic~te a large 
improvement in range of stable operation of the burner if a magnesium 
slurry fuel is used instead of JP-3 fuel. Compressor injection of am-
monia also decreases afterburner combustion efficiency for a given over-
all equivalence ratio, although the effects are small at high equiva-
lence ratios. Afterburner blow-out limits also decrease as ammonia in-
jection is increased. 
Shell Cooling 
Circ,umferential vari/?:tions in shell temperatures of 4000 to 6000 F 
exist at the downstream end of most afterburners., These temperature 
patterns are maintained, for a given afterburnexr- at various operating 
conditions and over considerable periods of tiIne. The shell temperature 
may be reduced at least 1000 F by changing the radial fuel distribution 
from uniform to nonuniform (away from the shell) but usually at the ex-
pense of a loss in combustion efficiency at high fuel-air ratios. In-
creasing the clearance between the flameholder gutter and the afterburn-
er shell can also considerably reduce the shell temperature,. but with 
uncertain effects on the combustion performance. The use of an ,inner 
liner will reduce 'the ,shell temperature about 1500 F for typical oper-
ating conditions. Although such liners operate at high temperatures 
(up to 19000 F), they have satisfactory life if installed to permit ex-
pansion. The heat transferred to the burner shell by radiation is about 
one-fourth of the total heat flux under nonluminous conditions. For 
cooling by a forced-convection cooling-air shroud, a correlation equa-
tion permits prediction of the temperature of the inside surface of 
typical, moderate-temperature afterburners within about 500 for a wide 
range of operating conditions. For special high-temperature afterburn-
ers (outlet-gas temperature above 35000 R) shell temperatures may be ' 
2000 to 3000 F higher than predicted by the equation., An afterburner 
using transpiration cooling (with a wire cloth shell) required about 
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one-fifth as much cooling air as a comparable convective-cooled after-
burner, eVen for (he lew-{7500 F) temperature limits of the present 
material. 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, December 21, 1955 
, . 
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS 
cross-sectional area, sq ft 
NACA RM E55L12 
combustion chamber flow area at distance y from upstream 
edge of porous shell, sq ft 
specific heat of gas at constant pressure and film temper-
ature, Btu/(lb)(~) 
afterburner diameter, ft 
fuel-air ratio 
convective gas-side heat-transfer coefficient, 
Btu/Chr)(~)(sq ft) 
combined convection and radiation heat-transfer coeffi-
Cient, BtU/(hr)(~)(sq ft) 
thermal conductivity of gas at film temperature, 
Btu/(hr)(~)(ft) . 
distance from flameholder to exhaust-nozzle outlet, ft 
outlet cooling-air t~perature, ~ 
local value of cooling-air temperature, ~ 
film temperature, arithmetic mean of bulk and shell tem-
perature, ~ 
bulk gas temperature, ~ 
average shell temperature, ~. 
flow velocity based on bulk temperature, ft/sec 
cooling~air flow, lb/sec 
combustion-gas flow, lb/sec 
distance from flameholder to station x, ft 
distance from upstream edge of porous wall, ft 
absolute viscos~ty of gas at film temperature, lb/(ft)(sec) 
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",. 
c 
.. 
density of gas at film temperature, lb/cu ft 
total weight flow per unit ot combustion chamber flow area 
CWg + i.Wa)/Ag,y, lb/(sec')(sq ft) , 
(PV)a/(PU)g , coolant-flow ratio 
Subscripts: 
av 
L 
l ' 
x 
0 
1. 
2. 
average 
exhaust-nozzle inlet 
local 
station x 
flameholder 
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Figure 1. - Effect of velocity in region of flameholders on afterburner performance. 
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Figure 23. - Combustion performance of afterburner with 
locally rich fuel injection. Transverse fuel injection 
from 12 bars having four O.030-inch-diameter orifices. 
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Figure 25. - Effect of number of spray bars on'circumferential fuel-
air-ratio distribution. Transverse injection from eight 0.030-
inch-diameter orifices in each bar. Gas velocity, 500 to 600 feet 
per second; burner diameter, 26 inches. 
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Figure 28. Effect of spray-bar-orifice size on combustion 
efficiency. Transverse injection from 24 spray bars, each 
having eight orifices. Gas velocity, 500 to 600 feet per 
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Figure 29. - Effect of number of fuel-spray bars on combus-
tion efficiency and exhaust-gas temperature. Burner-inlet 
velocity, approximately 400 feet per second; diameter of 
transverse injection orifice, 0.020 inch. 
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Figure 31. - Effect of direction of fuel injection on com-
bustion efficiency. Twenty-four fuel-spray bars with eight 
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absolute. 
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Figure 33. - Typical two-ring V-gutter flameholder. 
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Figure 34. - Effect of cross-sectional shape on isothermal wake character-
istics. Gutter width, 3/4 inch • 
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Figure 36. - Effect of flameholder cross-sectional shape on afterburner as function of 
afterburner-inlet veloCity • 
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Figure 36. - Concluded. Effect of flameholder cross-sectional shape on after-
burner as function of afterburner-inlet velocity. 
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Figure 38". -.Effect of f1ameholder cross~sectiona1 shape on blow-out limits. 
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Figure 39. - Effect of flameholder cross-sectional shape on after-
burner pressure loss. Blockage, 29 percent. 
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Figure 40. - Effect o~ flameholder V-gutter width on afterburner 
combustion efficiency. 
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Figure 41. - Ef'f'ects of' f'lameholder gutter width on afterburner blow-out 
limits. 
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Figure 42. - Effect of number of gutters on afterburner combustion 
efficiency. Afterburner-inlet velocity, 520 feet per second; fuel-
air ratio, 0.05. 
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Figure 43. - Effect of blockage on afterburner combustion efficiency. Fuel-air ratio, 
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Figure 44. - Effect of afterburner-inlet gas velocity on nonburning 
total-pressure loss. 
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Figure 46. - Effect of temperature ratio and blocked 
area on pressure losses, with burning. 
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Figure 48. - Effect of afterburner length on performance of take-off 
afterburner. Burner-inlet pressure, 3800 pounds per square foot absolute. 
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Figure 49. - Afterburner designed for high-altitude conditions . 
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Figure 50. - Effect of afterburner length on performance of high-altitude 
afterburner. 
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Figure 50. - Concluded. Effect of afterburner length on performance 
of high-altitude afterburner. 
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Figure 51. - Comparison of flameholders with optimum and reduced gutter diameters. 
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Figure 52. - Effect of reduced flameholder-gutter diameter on combustion 
efficiency. Burner-inlet total temperature, 12000 Fj fuel-air ratio, 
0.055. 
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Figure 53. _ Tapered afterburner designed for high-altitude operation. 
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Figure 54. - Effect of afterburner-shell taper on combustion efficiency. 
Burner-inlet velocity, 400 feet per second; inlet total temperature, 
12000 Fj fuel-air ratio, 0.055. 
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Figure 55 . - Cutaway view of afterburner . 
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Figure 56. - Velocity profile at burner inlet showing relative location of flameholder gutters . 
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Figure 57. - Effect of inlet pressure and inlet velocity on combustion 
efficiency of afterburner . Blockage, 30 percent; V-gutter flameholder; 
fuel -air ratio, 0 .047 . 
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Figure 58 . - Effect of velocity on stable operating 
range of afterburner with 30-percent -blocked-
area V-gutter flameholder . 
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Figure 59 . - Burner damaged by screech. 
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Figure 60 . - Effect of radial distribution of veloCity at afterburner 
inlet on screech limits. 
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Figure 61 . - Influence of flameholder gutter width on occurrence 
of screech . Burner - inlet total pressure, 3850 to 4220 pounds 
per square foot absolute ; flameholder blockage, 32 to 40 percent 
of flow area . 
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Figure 62 . - Effect of flameholder splitter on screech limits. 
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Figure 63 . - Phase relations of screech oscillations in 26-inch-diameter afterburner 
with diametrical V-gutter flameholder. Microphones equally spaced; location of 
microphone taps~ 1.0 inch downstream of flameholder; flameholder width~ 8 inches; 
screech frequency~ 650 cycles per second • 
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Figur e 64 . - Idealized cross section of afterburner, showing loci of wave - front 
paths for first transverse mode of oscillation . 
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Figure 65 . - Screech frequ encies of afterburners of various diameters. 
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Figure 66 . - Upstream view of perforated liner installed in 32- inch- diameter afterburner 
for suppression of screech . 
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Figure 68. - Typical-spark-plug igniter installation in aft~rburner. 
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Figure 69. - Effect of afterburner-inlet pressure and temperature on limits of spon-
taneous ignition. MIL-F-5624 fuel with Reid vapor pressure of 7 pounds per square 
inch. 
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Figure 72 • - Details of two hot-streak igniters. 
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Figure 73. - Effect of altitude on time for afterburner ignition. Flight 
Mach number, 0.6. 
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Figure 74. - Variation of turbine-stator time constant with altitude. 
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Figure 89. - Ty]?ical longitudinal profiles of gas and afterburner-shell 
temperatures. Outlet gas temperature, 38110 R; inlet cooling-air 
temperature, 5370 R; cooling-air mass-flow ratio, 0.1374 • 
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Figure 90. - Typical longitudinal profiles of afterburner shell tem-
perature for various outlet gas temperatures. Cooling-air mass-flow 
ratio, approximately, 0.14; inlet coqling-air temperature, approximately 
5200 R. ". 
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Figure 91. - Typical transverse profile of gas temperature 48 inches 
downstream of flameholder. 
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(a) Variation with operating time. 
Figure 92. - Typical circumferential profiles of shell temperature 48 inches down-
stream of flameholder. 
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Figure 92. - Concluded. Typical circumi'erential profiles of shell temperature 48 
inches downstream of flameholder. 
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Figure 93. - Effect of fuel-air-ratio distribution on afterburner 
performance. 
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Figure 93. - Concluded. Effect of fuel-air-ratio distribution 
on afterburner performance. 
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Figure 94. - Effect of radial fuel-air-ratio distribution on longitudinal 
profiles of afterburner-shell temperature. 
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Figure 95 . - Effect of flameholder area distribution on afterburner 
performance . 
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Figure 101. - Variation of combined inside heat-transfer coefficient 
along length of burner for typical afterburner with burner-inlet tem-
perature of 16330 R. Burner-inlet pressure, 1400 pounds per square 
foot absolute • 
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Figure 102. - Variation of over-all heat-transfer coefficient along 
burner length for typical afterburner with burner-inlet temperature 
of 16330 R; burner-inlet total pressure, 1400 pounds per square foot. 
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Figure 104. - Comparison of experimental shell temperatures at 
exhaust-nozzle inlet with temperatures calculated from cor-
relation equation. 
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Figure 105. - Average shell temperatures at exhaust-nozzle-inlet station 
for range of exhaust-gas temperatures and mass-flow ratios as calculated 
from correlation equation. Cooling-air inlet temperature, 800 F .. 
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'Figure 106. - Comparison of afterburner-shell. temperature from correlation 
equation with available data from several afterburners. 
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Figure 107. - Interior view of experimental transpiration-cooled afterburner with porous 
combustion- chamber wall fabricated from brazed and rolled wire cloth . Exhaust nozzle 
removed • 
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Figure 107 . - Concluded. Interior view of experimental transpiration-cooled afterburner with porous 
combustion-chamber wall fabricated from brazed and rolled wire cloth. Exhaust nozzle removed • 
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Figure 108. - Typical longitudinal profiles of temperature and pressure for wire-cloth 
afterburner. Exhaust-gas temperature, 29540 RJ total cooling-air flow ratio, rO~0716 • 
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Figure 109. - Correlation of cooling data f'or wire-cloth 
afterburner. Reynolds number based on mass flow of' com-
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